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Update
American in court
over POW raid
Former Green Beret Lt. Col.
James G. Gritz has been ordered to
court today in Thailand for
illegal possession of a highfrequency radio transmitter. Gritz
and his four associates were in the
Thai city of Nakhon Phanom
following a POW rescue mission in
— jaos when the charges were
brought up. Gritz could receive a
sentence of five years in prison.
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Rapist hits UOP area
By

Cindy Hoffman
Staff Writer
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" The victims, both 21 years
old, were attacked while their S
roommate, a male, Z^feep.'K
he

attack

c

UidveSv «,°CHUrred after a"°th«
the Pr- H udent was assaulted in
the Price dormitory on March 3
firm^?v.P iecurity

has now' consame susPect is believed

1

to be involved in both cases. The
suspect is described as a black male
adult, age 19-25, 6' to 6'2" in height,
170-180 pounds, muscular, clean
shaven, and having a short afro hair
cut. He was last seen wearing a dark
corduroy leisure jacket with snaps
and dark trousers. The man described
in the Price House rape was wearing a
light colored T-shirt and gray sweat
pants.
In the two incidents, the suspect
entered the residences through
unlocked windows. The rapist used a
ladder to gain access to the apartment
in the Rosemarie complex. "The
suspect has not forced a window or

Demo's in SF
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More than 60 Democratic
Party officials arrived in San Fran
cisco yesterday to decide whether
the city should host the party's
1984 national convention. San
Francisco's major competition is
Chicago for an event which will
bring in an estimated $35 million in
business for hotels, restaurants
and shops.
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Big Sur isolated
by mud slide
A section of Highway 1 has
been covered by a quarter-mile
long mud slide isolating the town
of Big Sur on Wednesday. Nearly
'•5 million cubic yards of earth
c°ver the highway south of the
town while washout a few weeks
earlier took out the northern part
°f the highway. About 500 resi
dents were without power Wednesday and may be without food
oyer the weekend if authorities
cannot dig through the slide area.

House ready for
vote on freeze

J
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The House Foreign Affairs
°ntmittee voted Tuesday to send
? nuclear-freeze resolution to the
™ House for a vote which is ex
ited to be enough to pass. The
.ote of 27 to 9 by the committee
g.nored appeals by the Reagan
Ministration to reconsider. A
, ar resolution lost by two votes
351 year in the House.

Gandhi calls
for no-nukes
p Serving as chairman, Indian
* Minister Indira Gandhi
n0
the seventh meeting of
ahgned countries on Monday
for
India. Gandhi called
ten nuc'ear disarmament and a
"r8anizatjon of the world
Tdel°r1'C system- Cuban President
5C ^tro was also in attendance,
startSlng President Reagan of
a new CIA plot to kill him.

precast for today is patchy
' s with partly cloudy cond0 ns 'n the afternoon and high
tajn:" overnight. Possibility of
°n Saturday.

Campus police released this revised composite of the UOP-area rapist after
Wednesday's attack.

New Calendar—August classes
By Beth Hammond
Staff Writer

Rose Marie apartment scene of two sexual assaults early Wednesday morning.

Eight candidates vie for
a pair of ASUOP spots
By Cheryl L. Tollefson
Staff Writer

ASUOP elections will run
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 15
and 16 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Elec
tion tables will be set up at the U.C.
patio for all UOP students, and at the
Pharmacy Rotunda for Pharmacy
students only.
Jamy Bard. ASUOP coordinator
for 1983 elections, anticipates a voter
turnout at least comparable to last
year's 32 percent, and more are ex
pected due to the contingency of
schools' elections being held at the
same time. She said the closest race is
between ASUOP presidential can
didates which are Scott Vila, Larry
Hertz, Monty Griffin, and Craig

"The presidential campaign has
been very competitive. I think quite a lot
of opinions towards the candidates have
been formed so far, and the campaign
events and strategies have done a lot to
bias the votes," said Bard.
There are some very unique
aspects to the 1983 campaign. For the
last two years the campus has heavily
leaned in favor on one candidate, but
this year student support has proven
to be much more spread out, said
Bard. "I am anticipating a run-off
election because of the close com
petition between presidential can
didates. It would be difficult for any
one of them to get 51 percent of the
votes," said Bard. All candidates
agreed about the likelihood of a run
off election. Should there be a run-

See page 5, col. 5
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P'can picks up a debt
By Beth Hammond
Staff Writer
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Fall semester 1983 will begin on
Wednesday, August 24 when the
early semester calendar goes into ef
fect. Classes will end on Dec. 9 and
finals week will be from Dec. 12 to
17. Classes will resume after a 25 day
long Christmas break on Jan. 12,
1984. Graduation for the spring
semester will be May 12 and 13.
Most students will receive the fall
calendar when they pick up their
registration materials for the fall
semester. Lee Fenell, University
Registrar and Dean of Institutional
Research, feels there are some
positive points of this calendar. These
include a longer semester and a
semester break which falls at Christ
mas. Other options for a calendar in
cluded a semester break as far as four
weeks after Christmas. There will be
15 weeks of classes in the new calendar
where there were 13 in the 4-1-4.
The problems facing the new
calendar are far more numerous at
this stage than the advantages, several
people said. "One of the things that I
don't think has really hit is how early
the semester is going to start," said
COP Dean Roy Whittaker. "Some
of the support staff and secretaries
are working until Aug. 18 on the
summer session. Work on the new
semester is going to have to start
before that.
I thought that the
University was going to have a policy
on the support staff but they have left
it up to the individual schools and
colleges," he continued. "We don't
know if some of these people are even

going to get vacations."
"If a transfer student was in
terested in coming to UOP at the
semester break, it would be very dif
ficult for him or her to transfer in
because of our break," said Leslie
Medford, Dean of Admissions.
"When we talk about the advantages
we always mention the Christmas
break but it is not the most advan
tageous calendar from the transfer
admissions standpoint."
"I think on a different note will
be the psychological impact on the
students not having Winter Term,"
ASUOP President Joe Hartley said.
"I think it has to be considered what
kind of a psychological impact (the
early semester calendar) will have on
the students."
"I think that some consideration
has got to be given to the length of the
Spring semester," said Gwenne
Browne, philosophy professor.
"There aren't too many breaks of
any length in there and the pressure
can really build. I think that the
University may give some thought to
putting some of those three-day
weekends in the calendar in the future
because the pressure may just get un
bearable for the faculty and students,"
she said.
"I see two problems," Browne
said. "One is the transfer student
situation. The other is pacing. The
new semester length won't be as bad
as teaching a new course but it will be
close," she said. "It will be nice to
have a decent Christmas break," she
added. One of the problems facing
the students next semester is to try
and find out exactly what is going to
happen. The students at UOP don't

seem to know anything about what is
going to happen next year.
"All I know about the calendar
is that there is no Winter Term," said
Sean McDonald, a junior in COP
I
don't know when school starts, I
don't know when school ends. Lonly
know that there is no Winter Term."
"Maybe I have been informed,"
said Ann Biondi, a COP junior.
"Maybe I have gotten something and
haven't read it but to the best of my
knowledge, I haven't been in
formed."
"I think that the administration
is avoiding letting the students know
so that there is less uproar," states
Hartley. "The administration has
avoided the facts because they know
how negatively the students are going
to react."
Some of the negative features of
the calendar include finals on Satur
day, Spring break that doesn't coin
cide with Easter and a dead day in
stead of a dead weekend in the spring
to study for finals.
"That sounds
pretty stupid," Browne said when
asked about dead day. "Can you
imagine how students are going to react
when they find out they have one day
to study for finals?" Hartley added.
Fenell and Medford both pointed out
that among the positive aspects of
this calendar is that Universtiy of
California at Berkeley is changing to
this calendar, also. "I am getting a
little bit tired of hearing that we
should do it because everyone else is
doing it," Browne said. "You don't
pay $10,000 to go to a school and get
an education that you could get

See page 8, col. 4

pointment of Sousa as interim editorin-chief. The Publications Board
felt that the former editor, Gregg
Goldman, was not fulfilling his
editorial duties when they appointed
Sousa editor-in-chief, Minden said.
Sousa has appointed former Enter
tainment Editor Frank Reichert as the
new managing editor. DaWn
Polvorosa has been named Enter
tainment Editor.
There is no indication at the
present time as to what the audit will
reveal. Some of the deficit may be
accounted for by collecting past due
advertising revenues, Sousa said,
although even this is uncertain at this
time-

The mvesiig"
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Weather

door yet," said UOP Security Chief
Norman Askew. The Department of
Public Safety advises everyone to be
certain that their doors and windows
are locked at all times.
"Unfortunately, campuses kind
of act as big magnets,'' said Askew.
"There are 2300 residents at UOP,
but there are over 6000 in the UOP
community. We are a sheltered com
munity, and I think we sometimes
view it as an 'island of safety'," Chief
Askew said that the community has
been extremely cooperative so far in
reporting suspicious persons in or
around campus, and hopes that the
involvement will continue.
UOP police and the Stockton
Police Department are working
together on the investigation.
The two departments have also con
sulted Bay Area police departments
which have investigated assaults on
students of Bay Area campuses in
cluding U.C. Berkeley.
Four other sexual assaults oc
curred last weekend. However, it has
been confirmed that the attacks are
unrelated to the UOP student attacks.
A female was raped on Euclid

See page 8, col. 5

$278.00 i Queen goes north
Queen Elizabeth II left the
Vest Coast Monday after her 10iay United States tour praising the
quality of the Anglo-American
relations. The Queen is now off to;
Canada for her first visit there in
twelve years.
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Sousa said that the debt was
discovered when the monthly
Pacifican deficit report from the
finance center began to exceed un
collected advertising revenues. The
finance center began looking into the
matter at that time.
The Pacifican staff was in
formed of these developments in a
meeting on March 2.
The finance center and the Otfice of Student Life refused to com
ment on the matter. President Stanley
McCaffrey was not available for
comment.

Filming begins for the movie, Dreamscape. Shown here, stars rehearsing their lines on Knoles Lawn.
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I EDITORIAL
Statements by the ASUOP candidates
Craig England
Experience combined with
new ideas and a commitment to
better student representation make
me, Craig D. England, the best
candidate for ASUOP President.
A politically active physics major,
I bring with me the enthusiastic
reforming spirit that is most
necessary in these trying times.
Student representation on the
Board of Regents, the con
tinuation of constituent school
representation from Elbert Covell
on the ASUOP Board of Super
visors, the formulation of a Con
stitution Convention to properly
examine and justly rewrite the
ASUOP Constitution, cooperation
with SAPha in providing grocery
store service in the Pharmacy
Lounge in the Rotunda, and the
establishment of a Club Coor
dinator and the resources to help
club interact and budget more ef
fectively are major concerns upon
which I will act. As an advocate of
maintaining a separation of power
between the Executive Branch of
ASUOP and the Board of Super
visors, the job of Vice President
should be eliminated and the
President should not have a per
manent seat on any Board of
Supervisors' committees.
I have the extensive experience
necessary for an excellent ASUOP
President. My involvement as a
member, as well as officer, in
many student groups, my ex
perience as a Supervisor, and my
involvment in school activities are
excellent qualifications. A wellinformed active ASUOP President
will keep new ideas flowing.
A well qualified ASUOP
President with new ideas is
necessary. Craig D. England will
be such a President.

Larry Hertz
In the next three years UOP
will be facing critical tests as to its
strengths. With a scarcity of
resources, in terms of dollars and
students, UOP must start working
in order to properly manage the
future and what it will bring. We
as students want input into the
decisions being made. The purpose
of ASUOP is representation of
"the students' voice." ASUOP's
leadership must start to take action
immediately.
Student government functions
as the student representative to the
Administration. We need to work
together with the Administration
to build a better Pacific—to
strengthen our programs. By stu

dents working together with the
Administration the campus com
munity can work together to effec
tively and efficiently deal with the
current and future problems. By
uniting Pacific we can continue to
grow and strengthen.
My main goal is to strengthen
the role of ASUOP in the com
munication process with the Ad
ministration of the University of
the Pacific. My goal calls for the
need to deal closely with the Ad
ministration, i.e., Dean Medford,
and Dr. Hand. Together we can
tackle the problem with the scar
city of resources and how to deal
with them. I feel since I have
worked with these various campus
organizations and departments I
have a working knowledge of the
University. Plus my outside
organization experience with
Business,
Accounting,
and
Management positions with
various
private
sector
organizations has increased my
overall organizational learning ex
perience.
Next year, I hope to increase
the intellectual stimulation of
campus members by increasing the
forum program and the individuals
who speak on campus, as well as
increasing the organizational
community commitment for the
entire campus.
I have given you what I feel
are important issues and some of
the things I hope to accomplish if
elected to the office. I feel these
goals are realistic and if looked at
carefully will help to make the
University of the Pacific a better
place.
I will not be working for you
but with you. ASUOP can be the
student voice that it is meant to be.
I am confident I can do just that!

Monty Griffin
Campus wide spirit and unity
are keys to genuine academic and
social growth. More involvement
by ASUOP is the only way that
this growth will transpire. The
burden of UOP's $12,000 a year
total cost per student is not
justified when compared to other
competitive institutions. It is of
paramount importance that the
"value added" features of UOP
campus life be further developed in
order to justify our $12,000 annual
outlay.
The purpose of ASUOP is to
provide for student needs and in
terests outside the classroom. A
revitalization of student body
spirit, awareness, and unity is in
strumental in providing for these
needs. UOP students must take
pride in their institution and its
programs and services. It is
ASUOP's responsibility to assume

B
a more active role in promoting
this unity.
Once this student involved
unity is accomplished, we then will
be able to deal more effectively
with another serious problem at
UOP today. This problem is a lack
of genuine communication bet
ween the student body and Univer
sity decision-making bodies. Once
we are united, we will be able to
DEMAND that we be consulted
before the decision-making process
begins.
ASUOP has a tremendous
potential of power and ability to
shape campus life. Once I am elec
ted, I will focus my attention on
organizing this body so its poten
tial can be demonstrated for ALL.
Recognizing my diversity of ex
perience and leadership qualities
there should be no question as to
my ability to serve as President of
ASUOP. On March 15 and 16 elect
elect
EX
LEADERSHIP;
PERIENCE.

Scott Vila
Commitment is the force
behind any respected leader or ef
fective organization. Dedication to
ASUOP will become increasingly
important as we face the challenges
of dropping enrollment and the
resulting budget cutbacks. As
President I would be committed to
dealine with the following issues.
STUDENT VOICE IN UNI
VERSITY DECISIONS—As
students of this University, we
have power. When that power is
effectively channeled it can make a
difference in University decisions.
ASUOP must continue to serve as
a respected voice in this University.
I also believe that we should have a
representative on the Board of
Regents to voice student concerns.
COOPERATION—It is im
portant
that
the
many
organizations at UOP form a
cooperative relationship. ASUOP,
the constituent schools, and other
organizations must realize each
others' importance to the campus
comm.un.ity.
Additional
cooperation would hurt no one
and would benefit every student.
THE PACIFICAN-The im
portance of The Pacifican as a
means of communication at UOP
is monumental. The fact that you
are reading this article proves the
potential this paper has as a chan
nel for expressing student concercerns. For this reason, I believe a
commitment should be made to in
crease the quality of the paper and
to make it more responsible to the
students. I also think that since
The Pacifican and ASUOP have a
common purpose in that both serve
as a voice for the students, it is
crucial that the two organizations

P'can endorsements
The Pacifican editorial board supports
Scott Vila in his candidacy for ASUOP
President because of his dedication and com
mitment to represent the "voice" of the student
body in administrative decision-making. We
also agree with Scott's belief that students
should have direct input to the Board of Re
gents through essential student representation.
Scott is both amiable and approachable,
qualities necessary to facilitate the essential
cooperation between ASUOP and the ad
ministration, as well as other student
organizations. Scott feels that the establishment
of this cooperative bond would benefit us all.
The Pacifican also agrees with Scott in his
contention that our school newspaper is an in
tegral and viable channel for student input and
expression. We see this as the purpose of The
Pacifican and believe that its role as a forum for
information and ideas cannot be emphasized
enough.
We feel Scott would make a good ASUOP
President because of his charismatic personality
and his dedication and commitment to the
representation of the UOP student body.
The editors of The Pacifican also support
Monty Griffin in his bid for the ASUOP
Presidency. We agree with his contentions that
UOP campus life be further developed through
ASUOP involvement.
Monty feels that ASUOP should have a
more active role in the life of every student on
campus, and plans to accomplish this goal
through added campus spirit and unity.
By further developing the role of ASUOP
in the lives of students, better cooperation and
communication with the student body and

university administration will follow. We agree
with Monty in his belief that students should
have direct input into university decisions affec
ting us all, and this can only be accomplished
through adequate representation of their
opinions and needs.
Monty plans on focusing attention on
reorganizing ASUOP so it can best accomodate
the needs of the entire student body.
We, the editors of The Pacifican, endorse
Laura Cosby, ASUOP vice presidential can
didate because of her valid and credible cam
paign slogan, "more experience than any can
didate on the ballot."
It is because of her diversified past ASUOP
experience that Laura is running as a write-iti
vice presidential candidate. She wasn't satisfied
with the candidates running because of their
lack of knowledge and experience in the
operation of ASUOP. Laura feels a strong
responsibility and dedication to both ASUOP
and the entire student body and realizes that
only through past experience can future leader
ship succeed.
Laura feels that the ASUOP philosophy of
"Students Serving Students" can only be
fulfilled if students are knowledgeable and in
formed of what ASLTOP can do for them. With
knowledge gained from serving as ASUOP
Director of Publicity, Assistant Director of
Publicity, Cicerone Editor and Artwork coor
dinator, Laura hope to promote and publicize
to the students what ASUOP can do for them in
her role of vice President.
Laura has seen how ASUOP has worked in
the past and has learned from her diversified
experience within the organization. Laura Cosby"more experience than any candidate on the ballot."

develop a better working relation
ship.
The issues I have outlined are
both realistic and attainable. With
your support and my commitment
to ASUOP, these goals will be
achieved.

Doug Abdalla
As a candidate for VicePresident, I offer you leadership
and continuity. The same qualities
that made ASUOP what it is
today. During the 1981-82 school
year, I represented South/West in
the Residence Hall Association
and served as a member of that
organization's Programming
Committee. This position gave me
insight into the organizational
structure of ASUOP.
This year I served as dorm
President for South/West during
the Fall semester. The position has
given me the leadership skills and
qualities needed for a job such as
ASUOP Vice-President. The
position gave me knowledge that
only experience can render.
Although qualifications and
experience are important factors,
there are a few characteristics
needed to successfully serve as an
officer in any organization. These
characteristics include being
capable of working with other
people, obtaining a knowledge of
the organization and how it works,
and the desire to dedicate the time
needed to follow through with the
desired plans.
My
past
experiences,
educational background, and men
tal attitude have all helped me to
acquire these characteristics.
I am confident that I can suc
cessfully chair the Board of
Supervisors and represent the
student body. It is through this
confidence that I ask for your sup
port. Vote for a prosperous leader
ship and continued success.
VOTE FOR DOUG AB
DALLA FOR ASUOP VICEPRESIDENT.

Laura Cosby
I'm running as a write-in can
didate for Vice President because I
have more experience than any
candidate whose name is on the
ballot. I've been involved in
ASUOP since my freshman year.
I've seen ASUOP's successes and

„ormnc
various committees
committees, qualifies m
for the first duty. I have already
established a basis for g0od
working relations with ^
Presidential candidates. 1 Wou]^
work hard with whomever is eiec
ted President at all tasks assigned
or delegated to me.
My major effort with the
Board will be an attempt to
strengthen the committee struc
ture, allowing the Board to act as a
real legislative body. This will be
monumental task. With the pr0per
encouragement, I feel that this can
realistically be attained. I Woujd
also like to facilitate communication between the Board of
Supervisors and student representatives on various University
committees.
My goals as Vice-President
next year are to effectively use the
existing organizational structure to
promote the interests of students
maintain a close working relation!
ship with the President, and work
to improve the quality of programs
and services offered by ASUOP. j
would appreciate everyone's vote
to be able to achieve these goals.

failures and can effectively use that
knowledge to deal with future
issues.
As ASUOP publicity director
I've interacted with students,
university staff, faculty, a ministration and ASUOP s oficers and I've learned how each
facet of ASUOP works.
My experience extends beyond
just ASUOP. I spent one and a
half years actively involved in the
Residence Hall Association, served
on University committees and
represented students to a special
meeting of the Board of Regents
Student Life Committee.
Campaign promises can be
broken when more important
issues surface, but I do have some
ideas I'd like to work on as your
Vice President.
The primary function of the
Vice President is to chair the Board
of Supervisors. I want to re
evaluate its structure, determine
what must be improved, and im
plement solutions to those
problems.
I understand the concepts
behind the ASUOP-PPC Con
solidation and support its im
plementation. As Vice President, I
can participate in making that
transition a smooth one bringing
us even better programming than
we've had in the past.
The students employ the
President and Vice President. Any
employer wishes to hire the person
with the most applicable exper
ience. My name isn't on the ballot;
you'll have to write-in "Laura
Cosby," but when you do, you'll
be hiring the best qualified Vice
President you can.

Jerry Tseng
There are many respon
sibilities that are part of the job of
the Vice-President, including
representing the students, chairing
the Board of Supervisors (ASUOP
senate) and managing the ASUOP
office. Through my experience on
the Committee of Student Life, the
Service Advisory Board (chair
man) and with Campus Crusade
for Christ (Administrative VicePresident, Retreat Coordinator), I
have learned many administrative
tools, communication techniques
and personnel management skills,
which I would transfer to the of
fice of Vice-President and make it
a position that works.
Through my involvement with
ASUOP, I have gained knowledge
of the workings of ASUOP and the
University's administraiton.
ASUOP is a growing organization,gaining more respect from the
campus community each year; this
growth and influence can only con
tinue to occur with increased
student support.
So remember...on March 15
and 16, you the students will have
the opportunity to support your
student government and make
your opinions count by voting!!

Eric Roebuch
Serving on the Board of
Supervisors this past year, I
became concerned with the ap
parent lack of responsibility shown
by the Board. This partially stem
med from the absense of major
issues affecting ASUOP and the
University at large. 'At this time
there does not appear that any one
major issue affecting students will
present itself next year either. This
is, however, no excuse for laxity.
The Vice-President's main
functions are chairing the Board of
Supervisors and assisting the
President in development and im
plementation policies. Having ex
perience on the Board and its

Letters to the Editor

Cooperation by administration?
I'd like to thank President Mc
Caffrey for his letter in response to
my travel fund article, and offer a
word in my own defense.
To begin with, I wish that the
administration would be this free
with information while I'm reporting.
I was tossed from office to office in
my futile attempts to find answers to
my questions. Micheal Davis finally
spoke to me, and it was he who gave
me most of my information. It was
Davis who asserted that money saved
by the measures would be "a drop in
the bucket." I, on the other hand,
question the limitations placed on ex
change rather than the actual money
being saved.
Davis also alluded to an alleged
referendum
from
Dr.
Hand
requesting that faculty members
present a paper in connection with
travel. The fact stands that staff
members face no similar requirement

OUR POLICY

in order to travel and some have ac
cess to undelegated funds. It is this
discrepancy that I addressed in may
article. I suggest that, while no part
of the University carries more impor
tance than the others, instructors
should not be limited in their ex
changes with others in their fields.
The importance of new ideas cannot
be stressed enough.
I acknowledge the importance of
money saving, though, and am

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California
95211

(209)946-2114.
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The Knolens Chapter of Mo
Board at University of tl
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On Tuesday evening at 7:30
at the Center, the School of
yASUop
Business and
Public
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• goals
discussion for the public on
Japanese business management
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techniques and philosophies. Two
Tsen
faculty members in the inter
national management field at the
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"nuangi long with Kevin Shea, director of
• dtairij. ^local Honda facility.
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The influence of television on
Bdren will be the subject for a
(OP Lifelong Learning course this
Pring.
Designed for teachers, parents
'd students, the class will allow
* participants to examine the
_ „of """a01 and influence of television
•ire, L ® children. Dr. Steven T. McnCC tacts aft v™!011' a UOP faculty member
he 1Bio has done extensive research in
.— .trooped s
nahf a"LJ ® field, will be the instructor.
m the evaJ , ,, class will begin on Tuesday,
leno* c
F " 22, at 6 p.m. and will also
storf.1
on March 24, April 5 and
-,-urac
, Areas to be covered include
w television influences behavior,
,'eattitudes and roles, sex roles,
i'tlcal beliefs, and consumer atdes, and how television is used
'ehicieeSCape

and

entertainment

ik ,f°r more information contact
Lifelong Learning Office
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e month
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on February 8 That mn C Pr.ogram
nearly depleted'
"ey 18 now

en, „7'fT Ht explailB 'hi 6?per
cent of those using the service are
freshmen or sophomores and thP
Program has helped over 1 000
students this year alone. Heslate uS
financial situation in the CIP office is
becoming a problem because their
yea^and
*** increasing each
year and the amount
of monev
alloted to them has leveled off.
We have a quality service, and
we iave a lot of students using the
service, states Jones. He adds that
unless additional funds are found the
service will have to shut down in the
very near future". The money
alloted to CIP for the tutorial
program helps pay for the 36 tutors,
secretary help, and materials. Sup
portive Services and the School of
Business and Public Administration
contribute to the program as well as
ASUOP.
The BOS denied further funding

*

from ASUOP on the basis that extra
money alloted toward the CIP
program would take away from other
programs, and the board felt these
, c°uld not be justified. They
didn't feel they should be forced to
make a decision on which program
should be cut.
The tutorial program has been
supported by ASUOP for 10 years.
One board member felt that this supmay he in violation of the
ASUOP constitution which stipulates
no ASUOP funds may be used for
academic purposes. The tutorial
program is considered an important
asset to the students and can only be
used by ASUOP cardholders. Its con
stitutional contradiction was not a
great influence in the decision made
by the board. ASUOP President Joe
Hartley feels the CIP program is
taking away too much from ASUOP
funds. "This has got to stop, he
states regarding the request for'more
money. "We can't continue to fund it
regardless of the cost."
ASUOP support of the program
has increased over the last several
years. In 1979-1980 ASUOP allotted
the CIP program $5,500. They ac
tually spent $5,600. In 1980-1981 the
program received $6,000 and spent
$6,400. In 1981-1982 the program
received $5,000 from ASUOP and
spent $9,000. This year CIP was allot
ted $7,000. The program was granted
an additional $2,000 in February.
This money is now down to $600 or
$700 and will run out soon. Board
members asked Bautista if another
$2,000 would be needed to get the
program through the rest of the
semester. She admitted that their
unofficial financial needs would
"probably be something close to
that."

Library fund gets grant
of $600,000 from NEH
The National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH) has awarded a
$600,000 challenge grant to Univer
sity of the Pacific for renovating and
-expanding library facilities on the
Stockton campus.
The NEH grant, one of 84 awar
ded nationally from among 249 ap
plications, must be matched by UOP
on a three to one basis. UOP Vice
President Clifford L. Dochterman,
who coordinated the request to NEH,
said this means the university must
match the grant with $1.8 million,
and the total benefit to Pacific will be
$2.4 million. The grant is the 12th
largest of those awarded by NEH,
and UOP was one of only 12 national
universities to receive the funding.
Dochterman said the challenge
grant will push the total in gifts and
pledges to nearly $4 million for the
estimated $6 million library project.
He said a portion of the funds given
to the library campaign since the
grant was submitted in 1982 may be
counted toward the matching fund.
Dr. Stanley E. McQ ffrey, UOP
president, said, "The university is
grateful for the confidence shown by
the NEH in the academic programs of
University of the Pacific.
The
Challenge Grant program has been
considered a recognition of in
stitutional merit and vitality in sup
porting the humanities. The NEH
grant is extremely important to the
university at this stage of our library
building campaign. I am confident
that alumni and friends of the univer
sity will respond to the NEH
Challenge Grant. The new library is

one of our greatest needs on campus
to maintain the high quality of
teaching and research for students
and faculty."
The NEH is a federal agency
designed to improve teaching and
research in the humanities and to
promote activities in the nation to in
crease a public awareness of the im
portance of the humanities in the
American culture. The humanities
include, studies in such fields as
history, philosophy, languages,
literature,
archaeology
and
disciplines concerned with human ex
perience and values. Hiram L. Davis,
director of libraries at UOP,
estimates that 75 percent of the
University library collections relate to
humanities subjects.
The library project at UOP will
include total renovation and design of
the main library building, plus a new
addition that will approximately
double the size and usable space of
the library. The library project is part
of the capital campaign For A
Greater Pacific that is underway at
UOP. This drive is now at the $24
million mark toward a goal of $30
million.
The 84 challenge grants
from NEH involve a total of $26.7
million, which , with matching funds,
will mean more that $100 million for
the recipients.

The second week of rush began with S.A.E. 's "bright" party. Shown here are rushees dressed "loud and obnoxious.

Frat rush attracts 220 males
By Aimee Donlon
Staff Writer

Fraternity rush has arrived at
UOP once again for the month of
March. Inter-Fraternity Council
President, Bob Shibuya, states,
"Rush is the most important time of
the year for the fraternities. It is
essential for the perpetuation of the
Greek system."
This year, 220 young men have
signed up for rush, proving to the
biggest turn out since IFC has been
in existence.
According to Ren
Nosky, rush chairman for Archania,
"Competition will be strong this
year. This is good because it makes
the houses stronger."
Even though the formal rush is
during the month of March, one
frat member says, "Fifty percent
of the rushing occurs outside of the
house. When a guy puts on a coat

and tie there's more pressure than
say, playing nine holes of golf with
him."
IFC, which consists of represen
tatives from each house, oversees the
rush process and sets up the monthlong schedule. John Wayland, IFC
rush chairman, says there are advan
tages to having a month long rush.
"It gives houses more time and a bet
ter opportunity to get to know the
guys."
"Living off campus is really no
problem for us in getting to know the
guys," states AKL president, Tom
Clark. "The brothers, along with
alumni, are working hard and rush is
going very well for us."
Although the schedule is
sometimes demanding, (with as many
as 12 parties in a row), IFC advisor
Greg Boardman stresses "academics
first". It is hard for a person to at
tend all the parties and keep up with

their schoolwork. Boardman adds,
"The houses won't look down on you
if you have to miss a party."
According to a couple of
rushees, "Rush is fun. You have to
learn to budget your time better,
that's all." They said they haven't
had a big problem with academics.
"If you have to study you just go
home early or don't drink as much,"
one stated. On the whole the rushees
agreed they are having a good time
meeting everyone and enjoying the
parties.
Ken Garber, rush chairman for
Omega Phi, claims that they "are
happy with the turnout. Guys going
through have a good attitude which
makes our job easier." None of the
houses will set a definite limit on how
many guys they will pledge. It fluc
tuates each year according to how
many have signed up and the types of
guys going through.

Onceis
never enough.

In last week's Pacifican, the
name of an ASUOP VicePresidential candidate was mis
spelled. The name Jerry Tsang
should have read Jerry Tseng. The
Pacifican apologizes for this error.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Feature 'Frances': a movie
Update to be experienced
The King at UOP
F.xlt Ihe King by Eugene
loncsco will be presented by the
University of the Pacific Drama
Department on March 10-12 and
17-19.
The avant-garde approach to
the set and the production was
chosen to present a type of theatre
Stockton audiences have not
viewed at UOP for several years.
The play will be a physical
representation of the action in the
castle of King Berenger, whose
world is falling apart.
David Richter, as King
Berenger, will head the cast for the
production. Other UOP students
in the show will be Karen Fairbrook. Hilary Hendricks, Joe
Stratton, Dana Axelrod and Steve
Hoefer.
Ticket prices are $4 for
general admission, and reser
vations can be obtained by
phoning 946-2289.

Auditions on Mon
Auditions for the Drama
Department's final production of
the year, William Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night, will be held Mon
day, March 14, starting at 7:00
p.m. in the Long Theatre. Directed
by Dr. Sy Kahn, the show will be
performed April 28-30, and May 57. There are many excellent and
colorful parts in this comedy about
love, romance, and mistaken iden
tities, featuring several of Shake
speare's most colorful characters.
No specific preparation is
required, but auditionees should
come dressed appropriately for
auditioning. Everyone is strongly
encouraged to audition. Scripts are
available for reading loan in the
Drama Department office between
now and the 14th. For further in
formation, call 946-2116.
Later in the week, on Wed
nesday Match 16 and Thursday
Ntyjdkll. auditions ipr the annual
senior Directing Class One-Acts
will be held in the Long Theatre.
Times on Wednesday are 4 to 8
p.m., and on Thursday from 1 to 5
p.m.

Back Doors Here
The Back Doors, a rock band
that imitates the Doors, will per
form in concert at University of
the Pacific on Tuesday, March 15.
The rock and roll tribute to
the Doors and the late Jim
Morrison will begin at 8 p.m. in
the Conservatory Auditorium
Kevin Pollack, first runner-up in
the
International
Standup
Comedian Contest, will open the
show that will be sponsored by
ASUOP.
The Back Doors have received
considerable praise for their ability
to sound like the Doors. Their lead
singer, Jim Hakim, is reminiscent
of Jim Morrison, both in stage ap
pearance and his singing voice and
style.

By Dawn Polvorosa
Entcrtdnmcnt Editor

Frances is not a movie you
merely view; it is a movie you ex
perience. The tension of the story
creeps into you at the beginning of
the movie and does not release you
until you've left the theater.
The story written by Eric
Bergren, Christopher Devore and
Nicholas Kazan, was based on the life
of actress, Frances Farmer. Jessica
Lange was in the lead role under the
direction of Graeme Clifford. Sam
Shepard played the part of Harry
York, the man who loved Frances
despite herself. Kim Stanley was cast
in the role of Lillian Farmer, Frances'
overbearing mother.
The
acting,
direction,
photography and production all
aided in making every aspect of this
movie relevant to the story. Jessica
Lange was not only brilliant as Frances,
but she carried on an intensity about
her that made her appear quite alive
and present in the theater. Sam
Shepard as Harry York was Frances'
alter ego; he showed the pain that she
surpressed. And, Kim Stanley por
trayed a confusion and ignorance ap
parent in a woman who cannot un
derstand her daughter's reluctance
about letting her mother lead her life.
Graeme Clifford was truly in
sightful as his direction led the story
of Frances Farmer through perfectly
articulated dialogue and precise
camera angles toward the realization
of a climatic movie. The photography

was either slow and trying,
challenging the viewer to make the
most of every scene, or fast and skiddish causing the viewer to live the
confusion being portrayed on the
screen. The general production of
Frances was very professional and
significant.
Unfortunately, Frances Farmer
was a disturbing person to the society
she was raised in. As an out-spoken
girl, who did not understand the inattentiveness of God, she did not win
many supporters. Quoting her
mother's
philosophy
Frances
arrogantly justifies her actions by
saying, "Do what you think is right,
everyone else be damned."
What became obvious in the
story of Frances Farmer's life was
that she was not insane; she was sim
ply a victim. That often used figure of
speech, "you kill me," was no mere
comment when Frances applied it to
her mother. The woman let Frances
live her own life as long as it did not
stray beyond the ideals her mother set
for it. And, so it goes Frances lived
her life trying to break out of her
mother's ironic mold, "I don't want
to be what you want to make medull, average, normal," says Frances.
Frances Farmer could hardly be
called dull, average or normal and
neither could the movie depicting her
life. This movie never ends, it keeps
repeating itself in the viewer's mind.
I'm not saying Frances will change
your life but it may alter the way you
look at things. (Courtesy of the
Regency Theater)
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Kihn weak; Toto strong

Greg Kihn Band
Kihnspiracy
Beserkley
The Greg Kihn Band's new
album Kihnspiracy, is a com
bination of copies from other
groups, various original songs and
one single that has helped to move
Kihnspiracy up the charts.
The radio hit, "Jeopardy," is
very definite Kihn music. It has the
strong bass background with the
good guitar jams, and the strong
Kihn vocals with the cymbal drums
which proves to be their perfect
combination. It's too bad the rest
of the album isn't up to par with
this song.
Another very interesting song
on Kihnspiracy is "Love Never
Fails." It starts out with a funk
bass line and sounds like an exact
copy of Rick James, and then
changes to the Blondie style (you
know, talking with the beat instead
of singing) and finishes
with a
heavy guitar jam. It changes so
fast that it almost gets messy.
There are five members in the
Kihn Band: Greg Couglass, Steve
Wright, Gary Philips, Larry Lynch
and Greg Kihn. For some reason
the five musicians don't sound as
good as they used to which is too
bad since they were good at one
time.
Two other songs on the album
brings one to the point stated
above, about the Kihn Band not

being as good as they usedtobe.
"Talkin' To Myself _
sounds exactly like Tom Petty and
the song "I Fall To Pieces sounds
so repetitive that you have to turn
it off; Kihn is definitely capable of
better music.
.
..
But don't get Kihnspiracy all
wrong; there are a couple of good
tunes on this album. "Can't Love
Them All" is a good rockin song
that has a great southern Su>tar
lead (a la Allmann Brothers).
"How Long" is also a fair song,
with the steady bass beat, the Kmn
vocals and the good guitar lea
ending.
Greg also attempts two new
wave songs but they don't come
off.
"Fascination"
and
"Curious" seem to lack the syn
thesizers to sound new wave but
they are interesting voice-drum
combinations.
Anyway, Kihnspiracy's not
great but the single "Jeopardy is
a good song. The Greg Kihn Band
should
probably get over the
slump by the next album,
hopefully!

Toto
Toto IV
Columbia
'&'»'•-•
Toto has released four albums
in the last five years and each one
has been a great addition to rock
and roll. Their latest release, Toto
IV, has been a great success due to

fVlQt oil fKo mn~l.
the fact that
all the members of
band are extremely talent^
musicians.
As in Toto's previous albun,
there are a couple of radio hit.
•
Uls 05
k.l. to .brine
Toto 1*7
IV .V,o.
that help
a
album to the limelight. One
these is the song "Rosanna "tv
song has become well know
throughout the Americas with
keyboards and horns Colts
binations, not to mention the Rrm"
vocals that make it a definite hu
There are six permanem
virl Hun
U.
'I
members of Toto. David
who plays bass; Bobby Kimball
vocals:
»
vocals; Steve Lukather
and vocals; David Paich, keyboJ
boards and vocals; and the Z
brothers, Jeff Porcaro on drum°
and percussion, and Steve P0rcT
on keyboards and vocals. There
are also many other musicians thai
play on Toto IV as well as an 0r.
chestra.
Toto is very diversified in th,
types of music they play. Besid,
the three radio hits, there are two
mellow numbers, two hard rock
songs as well as a funk number
this shows their talent because they
play each song equally well.
The two mellow songs on the
album are quite good. In the first
"I Won't Hold You Back" there is
some good piano as well as good
orchestral arrangements; in tht
second, "It's A Feeling" has a
strong percussion and some great
vocals by Steve Porcaro.
The two rock and roll hits
definitely show Toto's multitalents. In both tunes, "Afraid of
Love" and "Lovers In The Night"
there are some great synthesizers
and heavy drum and guitar com
binations. Toto also plays some interesting xylophone that adds
lightening touch.
This is a great album which
everyone should listen to at
once. It changed my opinion of
them and should change yours as
well.
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charbroiled
"Between wiping away the tears, I was
absolutely amazed!"
ANNE MORRISON GRAHAM
(Jim Morrison's sister)

For t h e w e e k of Mar. 14-518
f

you^can buy a hamburger,
f r i e s , a n d a medium drink

$ 2.80.

"So close to the recorded versions, that the
Lizard King would smile."
GLOBE & MAIL
National Newspaper of Canada
"Hakim portrays Morrison's wildness,
sensuality and intelligence with realism "
FREETIME
' '
Rochester, N.Y.

*WITH THIS COUPON'
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THE SHOCKING REINCARNATION
OF JIM MORRISON & THEDOQRS

Mandarin
Village
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Menu
Soup
Salad Bar
Sweet <j Sour Pork
Curried Beef
Almond Chicken
Fried Rice
Chow Mein
Egg Rolls
Fried Won Ton

nch *as fisted c
11 C° iraoefr]
h
Fi^ of :
Califor ife sauce a

Vda

Gordon Spielberg

will now serve

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine

ri,er

948-0571

Please Call

for o n l y

SWff*

Records courtesy of the Record
Factory.

Poetry Prize
A SI,000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Eighth Annual
Poetry Competition sponsored by
World of Poetry, a quarterly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 99 other cash
or merchandise awards, totaling
over $10,000.
Says Contest Chairman,
Joseph Mellon, "We are en
couraging poetic talent of every
kind, and expect our contest to
produce exciting discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms
are available from the World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd
yDept. B, Sacramento. CA, 95817

**
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Open 7 days a week
Jm PACIFIC AVENUE
I SHERWOOD PLAZA)

8:00pm UOP CONSERVATORY

ASUOP Cardholders -fi4/
Tickets Available at the
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It was not the kind of luncheon
offering you find
at UOP's Grace
Covell, where I usually eat lunch with
my friends on Friday. But then, it was
n0t the usual luncheon.
Last Friday I lunched with the
0ueen of England, Elizabeth II and
Jfer husband Prince Philip Duke of

Edinburgh.
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The day began as usual and by
10:30 a.m. my roommate, Annette
pemsey and 1 were on the way to
Sacramento. We arrived at my
father's apartment, Deukmejian's
unofficial
residence,
at
apoximately 11:30 a.m. We were met
bv°a state policeman who escorted us
10 [he Capitol and my father's office.
We arrived there at 11:45 a.m.
The Queen and her husband, Prince

thp tMy r°ommate and I waited at
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Students <!tnrv
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I found myself being placed at
the front of the line. I got nervous- oh
my gosh, did I look all right? What
do I say to her?
I remembered the letter I got last
week explaining what to say, but I
was too jumpy to remember each
detail. I turned around, "Mom, what
do I do?" She reminded me not to ex
tend my hand unless the Queen ex
tends hers, and if she didn't, to just
nod my head. I was not to talk to her
unless she spoke to me and I was to
address her as "Your Majesty". The
Prince was to be addressed as "Your
Royal Highness". I no sooner turned
around, and my father was in
troducing the Queen to me. She ex
tended her hand, I shook it. I was so
nervous that I think I also nodded my
head. After she said hello, I managed
a weak, "Hello, nice to meet you."
The Prince threw me off! He
started chatting about my brother
and sister and wondered why they
weren't present.
After the introductions, the
Queen and her ladies-in-waiting went
into the Governor's interior office to
freshen up. Later my father joked

ALL STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF.
PICK UP YOUR SUPERSAVER
DISCOUNT CARD AT

ASUOP
Grocery!

stSjc

Gordon Spieh
ovrtcsy of the Rttni
XIC

l l

**
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about having an archway built
around the bathroom doorway...
silly, silly.
Annette and I were escorted to
the Rotunda to be seated for lunch.
Soon the Queen and her company
followed, accompanied by rounds of
applause. My uncle, Reverend Lloyd
Saatjian, a methodist minister, gave
the invocation and then...we dug in.
I sat at the head table next to the
Queen's private secretary, Sir. Philip
Moore, and the wife of the Director
of Foreign Affairs (I can't remember
her name). The Queen and the
Governor sat across from me, next to
my mother and Prince Philip.
Sir Philip Moore and I had a
great lunch! He has relatives
that
attend UCLA and UCSB so we talked
freely about southern California (I'm
from Long Beach). I very much en
joyed listening to his distinguished
English accent! Our conversation was
kept light and the best part of it was
that I now have a standing invitation
to Buckingham Palace, the next time
I just happen to be in England.
An interesting note... the Queen
had someone behind her at all times
to serve her personally. The other at
tendants would give him the food to
give to her.
After everyone savored the
gourmet lunch, my father officially
welcomed the Queen and Prince
Philip to California. It never ceases to
amaze me what an effective speaker
my father is.
After
my
father's
brief
welcoming speech, the Queen made a
few remarks. She didn't have much
eye contact with the audience. So,
when she did look up, the news
media's cameras, situated on a plat
form at one side of the Rotunda,
clicked away at a frenzied speed. It
sounded like toy guns firing away.
When the Queen finished
speaking, my father proposed a toast
and those present raised their glasses
to her. Then, the Queen and her party
left the room and the rest of us were
instructed to form two lines to bid her
goodbye as she made her exit from
the Capitol.
Well, that was my afternoon.
Yes, it was exciting and quite over
whelming. I was glad to have had this
opportunity to meet England's
royalty.

Voting to be held this week

From pa8e 1

off, it will be held Tuesday, March
22.
As for the vice-Presidential race,
Bard said it is hard to tell how com
petitive it is because the three can-

Ps
Tuesday, March 6, at The Pacifican
office, and two others will be held
Monday, March 13. The first will be
held at the U.C. patio at 12 noon with
ASUOP President and Vice Presiden
tial candidates speaking. The second
will be held at 7 p.m. in the U.C.

»/'v
Larry Hertz
'

Craig England
didates on the ballot are relatively
unknown. They are Jerry Tseng,
Doug Abdalla, and Eric Roebuck.
"There is also a write-in which is an
interesting addition to the ballot,"
said Bard. The write-in candidate is
Laura Cosby, who is the only woman
running for an ASUOP office this
year. "This is the first time a write-in
has actually gone through all the

theatre with SBPA and COPA can
didates speaking as well. "There is
the possibility of a formal panel or
debate Monday evening. Apparently
Craig England has challenged his op
ponents," said Bard.
The common issue that runs
through all the presidential cam
paigns is the desire to increase unity
among the student body to strengthen

Scott Vila

Monty Griffin
motion of candidacy and turned in a
petition," said Bard.
There have been three campuswide candidate forums planned for
the election-campaigns. One was held

the student voice resulting in a greater
influence upon the university's ad
ministrative decisions. "I don't see

See page 8, col. 1
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ISPORTS
Karen's Comments
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Held holds Tigers together
Despite adversity, the UOP men's basketball team demonstrated
some fine qualities this season, most notaBly character. Overcoming ups
and downs that injuries, ineligibilities, youth, and tough competition
brought them, the Tigers maintained a good attitude and never lost
heart.
Providing the Tigers with consistent leadership throughout their
trials was senior co-captain Laurence Held. As the only senior most of
the season, he provided the Tigers with a good model both by word and deed.
In his finest year at Pacific, he closed out the '82-'83 regular season
as the third-leading scorer (11.9 ppg), third-leading rebounder (5.6 rpg)
and second-leading assist man (79). He leads all PCAA guards in
rebounding and is a strong possibility for all-conference honors this season.
Held has played in more games (104) than all but one UOP player
(Ron Cornelius). He presently stands 6th in career assists with 231. Being
the aggressive and solid defensive player that he is, he's had the dubious
honor of setting the PCAA record for career personal fouls (351).
In the last six games he's averaged 15.5 ppg and he's had three 20
point games and three double figure rebounding efforts this season.
"Hd's done an outstanding job this year," said Head Coach Tom
O'Neill who also coached Held in high school at Stockton's St. Mary's
High School. "He's overcome a lot of adversity and done just great. This
has been his finest year all around," he added.
Held attributes his motivation to his adaptation of O'Neill's
philosophy.
"He's (O'Neill) a hard worker and he always puts in 100 percent. He
expects the players to give as much as him and that's all he asks." com
mented Held. "I've tried to do whatever he says, whatever it takes."
After senior co-captain Steve Howard was injured in December,
Held was left to lead the team.
"There was a little added pressure," said Held of the injuries that
depleted the team. But despite the difficulties the team faced, Held was
proud of how they held together.
"It's amazing, but we're really close now," he said. "Adversity
really brings you together. We overcame it and just never looked back."
Held, a Stockton native, is happy with his performance, as he well
should be.
"I'm happy with myself, and my performance," he commented. "If
you give your best effort day in and day out then you've given your
best."
Although the Tigers finished the regular season 7-20 (UOP closed
out '81-'82 at 7-20 also) Held feels that this year's team is "much closer
and more of a balanced team, and has more heart" than any previous
year.
"The players this year really want to play and really go for it day
and day out," he added.
Held feels that one of the greatest products of this year has been
a foundation for the future.
"Barring injuries the team next year will be awesome," he admitted.
As for Held's future, he will return next semester to complete his
degree it; business and is considering playing football next fall. After
that...
"I'd like to keep playing basketball, maybe overseas for a year or
so," he said. "If I'm here next year I'd like to help with the basketball
program."
Whatever Held decides to do in the future its sure to be successful.
He clearly gives 110 percent in all he does, whether its basketball or per.Lsonality..
—
,
,
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Tigers hope 3rd time a charm
Tiger basketball opened PCAA
tournament action last night against
conference champion and highly
regarded University of Nevada-Las
Vegas. The Tigers earned their berth
in the eighth annual PCAA tourney
when they beat Long Beach State 9884 last week.
In the two previous meetings this
season between UOP and UNLV, the
Rebels came out on top despite some
strong efforts by the Tigers.
"We're looking forward to the
opportunity to meet them again, but
they're an outstanding team, no
doubt about it," said Head Coach
Tom O'Neill. "We've played them
fairly tough for periods of times in
our previous games, but we'll have to
be much more consistent to even have
a chance."
Leading the Rebels is senior
highpost Sidney Green. Green scored
23 and 34 points in the first two
meetings between the teams.
UOP closed out the regular
season last Saturday with a 93-84 loss
to UC Irvine. Their 4-12 league
record (7-20 overall) put them at
eighth place.
"I think over the last three
weeks, we've played more consistent
ly than we have at any time during tne
season," said O'Neill. "Our lineup
has stabilized somewhat during that
time and it's evened out our play,
particularly offensively, 'we're get
ting the ball inside more regularly arid
getting high percentage shots."
Pacific has outrebounded its op
ponents the last four games. The
Tigers have shot .500 or better from
the floor in four of the last five
games.

Senior center Steve Howard has
been out since early December after
undergoing ankle surgery but he came
back last Saturday to play nine
minutes against UC Irvine.
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professional at age 18.
"My father had
played
professional soccer and he was really
serious about my playing soccer,"
said Paris.
Paris has travelled worldwide
with various teams playing soccer in
Europe, Australia, Canada, South
America and the United States, in
cluding a stint with the Santos Futbol
Club (a first division team that has
won the championship in South
America and Brazil many times)
where he played as a teammate of the
famous Pele.
Paris was offered the position on
the Santos team after he had scored

>n '

lacrosse at Stanford

lj0P-s lacrosse team will loo
Jc third consecutive win th
JuSay when they travel to S,a,

Team captain Jay Heefnc
JShbe Tigers will win ,f .he
lay up to their potential .
p Last Saturday Pacific edge
out Santa Clara, 8-7 and on th
°revious Wednesday defeated Su

Freshman Andy Franklin puts in two for UOP at their last regular season
game against UCI, however, the Tigers were defeated by a score of93-84.

two goals on the way to giving Santos
their only defeat in 1964 while a
member of the Italian Jeuventos Fut
bol Club.
"It was the most exciting game
I've played in," remembers Paris.
Since his professional playing
days, Paris has put in quite a bit of
time at the coaching helm. His
coaching positions have included, to
name a few, three years coaching an
Australian National team, three years
in Luxenbourg, two years in South
America with the 1 Brazil Athletica
•T » ^ V

^ Mario Alarcon, Bruce Burns
pave Gray, J.T. Landreth, Sia
Lindquist, and Fritz Matthias a
scored goals for Pacific.
"It looks like the offense i
toming together," stated Heefncr
"and that's helping our defense."

Club (a first division team),
and experience coaching at the college
level at the University of Hawaii,
University of British Columbia,
Chaminade University and St. Louis
University, not to mention time he's
spent with high school and youth
teams.
Paris is currently attending UOP
in hopes of getting his degree in
Business Administration/Business
Management with an emphasis
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Soccer pro offers experience
Though he's retired from the in
ternational soccer circuit, UOP
student Andre Paris hasn't retired
from soccer- it's in his blood. "Soc
cer is my first love," says Paris.
During his 20 year professional
career, Paris played in 52 international
games including the World Cup in
London in 1966 which England won.
Paris' team, Team World, an all-star
international team, played England
that year, losing 2-1.
Paris, born in Switzerland and of
Greek origin, began playing soccer at
age four and became captain of the
Swiss Youth National Team at 14
years of age. He then went
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Selections to the NorPac allconference teams were announced
earlier this week. UOP had two
honorable mention picks.
Alison Lang of the University of
Oregon was named league MVP.
Making the honorable mention
roster for Pacific were senior Sheri
Bates and sophomore Jane Romberg.
Orthoscopic surgery two weeks ago
revealed no tears in the cartilage or
ligaments of her knee. She is curren
tly on an extended period of rest to
allow the swelling and inflammamtion to decrease. Romberg is expected
to start rehabilitation soon and will
return with the team next season.

3-1
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Romberg,
Bates
named all
NorPac
Honorable
mention
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By Doreen Jackson
Staff Wriler

Softball 3*1 at ASU

Today, UOP's women's tennis
team is playing in the Cal State
Sacramento Invitational, facing
competition from University of
Hawaii, Cal State Northridge, UC
Davis, Long Beach State, University
of Santa Clara, San Jose State,
University of San Francisco and
University of Utah. The tournament
continues through Sunday.
The team played Cal State North
ridge at home yesterday, but the
results were unavailable at press time.
Coach Gordon Graham expected a
victory, commenting, "It won't be
easy, but we have better players."
The match against Cal Berkeley
scheduled for March 5th, was
rescheduled for April 14 due to rain.
On Tuesday, UOP lost to the
University of Hawaii by a score of 81. The single win came from fresh
man Trina Lee, who was playing the
number one position, 6-2, 6-2. Lee
was moved up from the number two

yOP's softball team
—— com7 against some of the top
sin the nation in the Arizona
University tournament last
I "We played four of the
fe t teams we will play all year
f playing them in the beginning
prepares us for the season
" says Coach Cindy
ihead.
pucky" Reynolds. The Tigers
ay 3 1
fording to Reynolds, the
,'s pitching and defense were
,utstanding- The offense was
linewhat quiet, acquiring 14 hits
15games. "The potential is there
'
it happen. But there
Wt enough hitting this time
the other teams pitched so
tS[|," she said
The Tigers have had six games
net) out, some of which will be
resetheduied. The team faces Reno
„ March 13th. The game
it home
at noon at the Lodi Com-
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Lacrosse at Stanford

International soccer know-how shared

UOP's lacrosse team will look
„ its third consecutive win this
Saturday when they travel to Stan-

From page 6

Team captain Jay Heefner
jjlieves the Tigers will win if they
play up to their potential".
wf regular set
Last Saturday Pacific edged
0/93-84,
wt Santa Clara, 8-7, and on the
previous Wednesday defeated Sac
State, 8-5.
Mario Alarcon, Bruce Burns,
Dave Gray, J.T. Landreth, Stan
Lindquist, and Fritz Matthias all
itoredgoals for Pacific.
"It looks like the offense is
jming together," stated Heefner,
vision team), "and that's helping our defense."
ng at the college
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and St. Louis
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' 81 didn't give the opposition a
kance to pick up on our
Makes," said Head Coach John
tone.
Matt Snyder, Dan Linquist
id Jeff Forbes combined on the
'thing with the win going to For
ts.

aseball M on week

Vic Madden had one out and
double in the tenth inning, while
® Carroll lined out to the right,
" °r'an Raust hit a double to
^ the winning run.
The Tigers are scheduled to
jySt. Mary's today at 3 p.m., an
mn' double-header tomorrow at
°°n> and UC Davis Sunday at 2
^•i ill at home.

a ils

toward international business.
"My goal right now is to get a
better education," he said. "I heard
good recommendations about UOP
and decided to come here. It's small
enough where you can get to know
everyone and be a person. It's dif
ficult
being
an
adult student
sometimes, but here I feel at home.
It's very friendly and unique," he ad
ded.
While here at Pacific, Paris
would like to share his wealth of soc
cer knowledge with the UOP and
Stockton communities.
"I'd like to try to donate my
time and expertise in soccer to help
both men and women," he said. "I'd
like to provide some free clinics and
offer some new strategies and maybe
improve some abilities."
Tentative plans f6r such a clinic
would include daily sessions for a
length of one to two' weeks, having
separate clinics for males and
females, and it would be open to all
UOP students, faculty and staff.
Sessions would include drills,
techniques, exercises, and strategy.
Paris would like to work along with
the UOP soccer coaching staff in
both clinics.
After offering the free clinics at
UOP, Paris would like to branch out
and offer some clinics for community
youth.
In the immediate future Paris is
trying to organize a soccer game next
Friday on International Day. He'd
like to organize a team of inter
national students and any other
students who would like to play in a
"friendly game" against the UOP
men's team.
For anyone interested in par
ticipating
next
Friday,
an

organizational meeting is being held
tonight at 7:30 p.m. All interested
students are encouraged to meet at
the south entrance of WPC and then
group will proceed from there to
"have pizza and talk".

Paris admits that although he's
retired from his career he "can't
retire from playing soccer." As he
puts it, "can you stop a termite from
eating wood?"

Tigers swim
lifetime bests

spot following former number one
player Annette Ward's absence due to
illness. Ward, playing number three
now, had a tough match against a
seasoned player, and although she
lost, "she held her own," according
to Graham.
The number two doubles team of
Lee and Eve Zimmerman had to
default when Zimmerman reinjured a
groin muscle.
"Hawaii always has excellent
doubles teams. Their first doubles
team (who defeated Linda Treloar
and Annette Ward 6-3, 6-0) has
played together forever, and will be
playing in the nationals," Graham
said. "We're going to have a really
good year. Unfortunately, here it is
March and we're still playing like it's
mid-February, because of all the
rainouts. I wish we had had more
matches."

Pacific's Rob Case, retained
his 200-yard backstroke title in the
PCAA swim meet and set a PCAA
record in the process Saturday.
Dave Daniels, with second
place finishes in each of the 1650
freestyle and the 1000 free races,
established UOP school records
and helped Pacific finish fifth with
171 points (one place higher than
last season's PCAA standing).
Case and Daniels, in two
events, qualified for the U.S.
nationals.
UC Santa Barbara set a
PCAA team scoring record in win
ning the meet with 631 points.
Case won the backstroke in
al:51.53 and teammate Ray John
son was eighth (1:58.03). Daniels'
second-place time in the 1650
wasl5:44.99 and his other school
record time was 9:30.14 in the 1000
free.
UOP's-400 free relay quartet
of Mike Wall (47.8), Carl Gunn
46.9), Case (46.4) and Tom
Wilson (46.3) took fourth in
3:07.43.

Men's tennis
UOP's men's tennis team meets
Chapman College at home today at 2
p.m. Chapman is ranked in the top
ten in Division II, so it is expected to
be a tough match.
Tomorrow the Tigers have
another match on the home courts,
this time facing University of Port
land. According to Mark Fairchilds,
Pacific's top player, "Portland is
about even with us - it could go either
way."
Matches against Sacramento
State and University of Nevada-Reno
set for last Saturday, were cancelled
due to bad weather, and will be
scheduled for a later date.

Junior, Scott Adams was sixth
n the 200 breaststoke (2:06.79);
Gunn was 12th in the 100 free
46:96); Craig Hope finished 12th
n the 200 fly (1:57.63); and Mike
Ennis was 12th in diving.
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Pacific's Rob Case retained his 200-yard backstroke title (1:51.53) in the PCAA swim meet
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Congratulations Rob! This Bud's for you!
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FINAL WORDS

Elections to decide future leaders
Vila said he is pleased with the
campaign and has tried to stay con
sistent in his handling of the issues
because he feels they are important
problems. He didn't want to do
anything "flashy" and decided
against any special events or cam
paign slogans. "I thought about
going door-to-door in the dorms, but
decided against it because I didn't
want to infringe on anyone's rights to
privacy. Instead, I have been
speaking to living groups and con
stituent schools so I could talk to
people who are genuinely interested. I
will continue this up until the elec
tions on Tuesday."
One key to Vila's campaign is
that two weeks before the campaign
began, he tried to get broad represen
tation by getting one person from
each living group to serve on his cam
paign committee. "It's difficult to get
people to know you in this campaign
because of the budget restraint of
$100," said Vila.
For Larry Hertz, this campaign
marks the second he's been closely
involved in, as he worked closely on
Joe Hartley's presidential campaign
last year. "My main campaign thrust
has been to talk to the largest amount
of people in the most effective man
ner. I know a lot of people, and
because of it, I have been able to
create a momentum drive to rally
support. I'm trying to reach block
voters," said Hertz. He feels the
other candidates have implemented a
snowball effect where they start small
and then build upon it.
Hertz said of his 'momentum
drive,' "I'm taking a chance, but
then you always take chances with
campaigns." He said he has spoken
to over 25 groups on campus so far,
and has about six more speeches for
organizations planned between now
and the Tuesday elections.
"I've found out most students
don't pay attention to the big issues. I
see no major issues except how to
manage the scarcity of resources here
at UOP. I see this campaign as a per
sonality contest - a matter of who
students feel they can associate with
best," said Hertz.
"Experience has been my key,
and it has had a significant impact on
my campaign," said Hertz. "I've
been saying all along, 'Look at all the
candidates and pick one with the

From page 5
any other major issues," said Bard.
"The candidates seem to be
struggling for really significant issues.
They are more innovative in their
strategies. This can be good because
new ideas are brought about. The
candidates seem to be creating their
own issues."
The most controversial cam
paign strategy was the reception
Monday, March 7, hosted for
ASUOP Presidential candidate Mon
ty Griffin. The controversy erupted
when the invitations were distributed
listing the names and titles of various
administrators and campus leaders
this may or may not have an effect on
his campaign, as many felt the in
vitation implied their support of Grif
fin as a candidate. Miriam Acosta,
Panhellenic President said "I did not
attend the reception because 1 felt the
invitation implied I was representing
the whole Panhellenic Council in
support of Monty Griffin. I could not
be put in that position." Griffin said
the reception was honest and straight
forward, and that the persons listed
on the invitation were aware they
were only hosting the reception and
not necessarily supporting his can
didacy.
This is Griffin's first major cam
paign. "It is my number one priority.
I started the preliminary paper work
for the campaign the first week of
January. The person that goes the ex
tra mile will win the election. That's
why I had the reception. It was
something different that had never
been done before. It showed in
volvement with the student body,"
said Griffin. Two hundred and fifty
invitations were sent out and Griffin
states attendance reached 60 to 70.
"That's about what I expected," said
Griffin.
This campaign is also the first
for Scott Vila. "My philosophy on
campaigning is that it is easy to make
up solutions to things, but it all comes
down to the issues - that's why I've
stressed for specific issues," said
Vila. "I feel if you deal with issues
that people care about and are con
cerned with how people feel, people
will come to you. I'm not very ex
troverted, but people have come to
me and Jaid they like my stand in the
issues because I am concerned."

Calendar b r i n g s August classes

most experience, but most of all vote.' I feel it is important to
strengthen the student voice."
This is the second ASUOP elec
tion in which Craig England has been
a candidate. Last year he ran for
ASUOP vice-president. He feels bis
campaign has been run much better
this year than last.
"My game-plan has been to con
centrate on speaking to as many
groups as possible, emphasizing the
key issues to show my broad area of
experience," said England. He also
targets his speeches for his audience.
"I express major issues affecting
most students in all my speeches, but
also add topics of particular impor
tance to pharmacy and engineering
students when speaking to their con
stituent schools," England said.
"I feel my campaign has been
successful, but I look forward to
Monday's Forums to maybe help me
pull ahead of the other candidates,"
said England. The evening Forum
will probably be a formal debate,
because England has challenged his
opponents. "So many times in a
campaign race you hear individual
views, but there is no interaction bet
ween candidates and no digging out
of the heart of the campaign issues,"
England said.

From page
anywhere else," Hartley said.
"That's just an excuse for the ad
ministration to hide behind."
Another change going along with
the calendar change is "subtle
pressure" from the administration to
change as many courses as possible to
3 unit courses, Browne said. Whittaker said that this is being phased in
to COP over the next few years and
will probably not affect most of the
other schools and colleges. "We're
sticking to 4 unit courses pretty
much," said Assistant Dean Larry
Hill in the School of Engineering.
"The changes in a few of the other
departments might affect our students
such as 6-unit science courses and
3-unit computer courses, but in
general, I am unaware of any
published information that would
talk about unit values," he said.
"A major reason for the calen
dar change is that we were giving
semester credit for 13/15ths of a
semester," Fenell said. "We're
bringing it more in line with semester
units as monitored by accrediting
agencies." The unit changes seem to
be another area that the students are
uneasy about. "I haven't been told
how (the unit changes) are going to
effect me or if I'll be able to graduate

on time," said Ken Correa, a junior
inSBPA. " I want to know what each
unit is worth."
.
,
Like it or not, however, the early
semester calendar will come int°A "
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Area rapist
haunts
students
~
unable to describe her attacker
From page 1

Avenue but according_ tp Chief
Askew, the suspect's physical descrip
tion and method of operation were
different than those of the two UOP
cases. Three other rapes in the city of
Stockton involved Mexican male
suspects.
Two previous attacks on campus
residents since the beginning of the
school year did not result in sexual
assaults. A female residing in the
University Center apartments was
awakened by a male who had entered
through an unlocked window on
January 26. However, the victim was
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fall, students residing in the (Jni^
sity Townhouse apartments renor,
the break-in of a white male ad, i
The attacker had entered throu«K '
gn a»
unlocked door.
The last rape to occur 0n
UOP campus was in 1979. tjou
police arrested the 1981 suspect M
grabbed women while they Wp°
walking on campus. In 1981 i,?
people were revoked from the camp
and told that they would be i
if they returned.
"The community can
help
tremendously by reporting suspiZ?
%
persons," Askew said.
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Organization
of
Petroleum Exporing Countries cut
,. .„,t nf a barrel of its oil to $29
Monday. This is the first time
Z cartel has cut its price. One
Mexico,
!()n.OPEC country,
' suit and lowered its price
0 barrel to $29. A third big
noducer, Britain, has not anounced a price cut as yet. The
nice cuts are due to a world wide
lilglut.

Jobs bill stalled
The Senate is currently
[debating over a jobs and
iumanitarian-aid bill which is
apposed to help the poor job conition in the U.S. The bill was
jriginally set for $3.9 billion in aid
nit has become $5.1 billion strong.
Along with the $5.1 billion is a
separate $5 billion which will be
ised to continue paying the unem
ployed.
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Squeeze on Soviets
President Reagan announced
Tuesday that he has ordered his
dministration to attempt to in
fluence internal policies of the
aviet Union through trade and
ther economic pressures. The
iressures will try to force shifts in
loscow's foreign strategy. The
ttails of the policy are included in
i still-classified document titled
'National Security Decision DirecSve75."

Help for Lebanon
The Reagan Administration
Wd like to sponsor a crash
Ruling program to upgrade the
wanese army to make it a more
uective force in fighting
jurists. Part of this plan is the
wing of U.S. troops in southern
v?an°n. This decision came from
ks early this
week
in
•jsnington and is an attempt to
the deadlock on Lebanese. negotiations on a timetable
W|thdrawal of foreign forces
ro® Lebanon.

$25 million lost
A report released Tuesday by
fhington-based company
Sail tke $25 million lent to El
ador for land reform has
^PPeared and the U.S. should
nffir'35 a 'oss- The nondea' 80vernment report gives no
, sas to where the money went.
I r. plormation was given by the
' • Embassy in San Salvador.

By Cheryl Tollefson
Staff Writer

tph ,S°phomore ^ott Vila was elecWedne'sdarvith^CftTvole?
second with 24.66% of th^vote™ The
presidential race was not as close as
expected, and all the candid^ a
It" • !h,C ^SUOP Actions board
anticipated the necessity of a run-off
election.
Nine-hundred and forty-nine
students turned out to vote Tuesday
and Wednesday, March 15 and 16
for the 1983 ASUOP Elections. Onty
28% of the eligible votes showed up
f
polls this year, 4% less than
1982, said Jamy Bard, ASUOP Elec
tions Coordinator. A run-off election
between Doug Abdalla and Jerry
Tseng to determine the new ASUOP
vice president will be held Tuesday,
March 22, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be two ballot tables-one at
the Pharmacy Rotunda for Phar
macy and pre-pharmacy students
only, and one on the UC patio for all
other students.
"I was (happily) surprised that
there was no need for a Presidential
run-off election. It feels good to
win," said Vila, "But now I feel the
pressure to do a good job and live up
to everyone's expectations." Vila also

Pictured here one of the 959 voters casting her 1983-1984 ASUOP, SBPA, and
COPA ballots.
said he is facing the realization that it
is now time to get to work, and his
first duty as President will be to make
appointments to the ASUOP ad
ministration (appoint directorships).
"The appointments are most impor
tant, as the quality of the ad
ministration determines the Quality

i f .c*

and efficiency of the up-coming
year," said Vila. He will officially
take over as ASUOP President at the
April 12 Board of Supervisors
meeting.
Abdalla, with 29.5% of the votes
and Tseng, with 25.8%, are the two
vice presidential candidates in next

Bechtel grand opening today
By Karen Campbell

formerly under the name of Inter
national Services. The new extension
of this program, holding its offices
and programs in the newly renovated
Today is the Official Opening
Callison Lodge, is designed to
Declaration of the Bechtel Inter
promote international action.
national Center. An Open House and
Through courses, speeches, classes,
reception will be going on in the af
and simply sharing with one another,
ternoon from 3-5 p.m. The month
one of the major goals is to raise the
long celebration will salute the variety
level of international awareness.
of activities and services the center
The first center was opened by
offers. The center is a wealth of in
the
Bechtels
at Stanford University in
formation for all of Stockton, as well
as a casual meeting place where friend Palo Alto. The Bechtels have had a
long time interest in international af
ships can start and international
fairs and through a friendship with
boundaries can be broken.
the McCaffreys, they saw the need
Today marks the high point ot
for a center on this campus. This
three weeks of celebrating. The center
prompted a gift of $250,000 from Mr.
an
international
dimen
hopes to add
and Mrs. Stephen Bechtel and their
sion to students, faculty and the
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and
Stockton community.
Mrs. Paul Davies, Jr.
"Business, pharmacy, law, den
Smith, and International Ser
tal and COP students, anybody and
vices Director Ann Helm, have been
everybody, can benefit from the
working hard to bring about a place
global perspective this new facility
that offers so much to the students,
brings, nothing is without inter
faculty, and the Stockton Com
national dimension," states Intermunity.
,;_nal Programs Director, Court
Smith has sensed a growing
"Never before has it
number of students from all majors
been physically more easy to visit and
and interests, as well as faculty, that
St ?o know the other members of our
have chosen to spend time abroad. As
them
Secies toh»n
^ program director he's found ways to
them to get to know us." Nothing at
incorporate internship opportunities
UOP promises to be such a urjicl"
in areas such as international
and individual experience for all inmanagement. He has a library that
has a listing of UOP sponsored
V°lVThe officeUself is four years old,

programs as well as other services of
fered, including a listing of research
money offered for faculty, and a
listing of cheap places to stay, sum
mer job opportunities, and cultural
information.
Concerning problems in living
abroad, a course has been offered
each semester for two units (it can
also be audited) which acts as an
orientation to life overseas; a
program envied by other schools.
Smith also schedules welcomehome dinners and events for retur
ning students and faculty. Smith,
having gone abroad himself, feels
"It's the single most important thing
I've done." He's committed to these
programs and students, and wants
them to gain everything possible from
their experiences.
The Bechtel Center is not just for
students going abroad. "All future
careers will have international dimen
sions. Even as informed citizens,
nothing is without this international
dimension," states Smith.
International Services Director
Helm has written a handbook which
reveals that in an age of declining
enrollment the foreign student
population at UOP has grown. UOP
boasts some 350 visas from 50-60
countries. "UOP is not a school just
for Califomians. It's a global place
where people can come together and
talk," states Smith. "UOP has a
cosmopolitan environment that many
of us are unaware of," he adds. To
meet the needs of these students,
Helm's foreign student handbook has
been very helpful and is popular in
many other schools.
There are seven foreign student
support programs, including a con
versational partner program where
two students get together and simply
talk.
It is through these studepts that
UOP's name has been spread to other
continents, and a lot of that is due to
Helm and what the International Ser
vices program has to offer.
The Callison Lodge no longer
even looks the same. It is decorated
with donations of art and antiques
from other countries, including some
pieces the McCaffreys picked up in
, their tours abroad. The art exhibits !
change as different pieces come in,
and new themes are adopted by the
center. It takes on the atmosphere of
a cultural exhibit.
Realizing the need for students
to find places to study, the center
provides a calm, spacious at
mosphere, and offers coffee from
different parts of the world to enjoy
among many of the dancers who
while studying.

Staff Writer

A bachelor's degree will earn
lfetimn $329,000 more in his
jgh. 1 l"an a man with only a
the
diploma, according to
RodCnsus ®ureau- On the other
a college degree will
Rakp
»0man 42,000 more than
kbo , WL° finishes
only high
Vn The Bureau feels the
!snerai, °r the difference are the
lie ie<. y.0Wer pay for women and
tork 5tlme women spend in the
°rce due to childbearing,
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Vila captures election with 50.68%
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Tuesday's run-off election. Both
candidates said they expected the
need for a run-off election since there
were four strong candidates.
"I'm excited about it," said Ab
dalla, "but it'll be rough since I'm
tired from the last two weeks of heavy
campaigning. I'm very enthusiastic
and between now and Tuesday I'll try
and speak to all the schools, and to as
many living groups as possible." He
said the campaigning for the run-off
election entails more "getting out and
meeting people" because of the $25
campaign limit. "I'll run some
literature and general publicity, but it
will be limited because of the money
factor," said Abdalla.
Jerry Tseng said he too is excited
about being in the run-off election
but he "hoped it wouldn't occur."
He said he plans to make a few more
speeches before Tuesday's election,
as well as step-up his general cam
paigning. "The run-off campaign
means additional time away from
school work, but I'll do it because I
wan to win," said Tseng.
In addition to the ASUOP
presidential and vice-presidential
candidates present on the ballot, were
eight propositions concerning the
ASUOP Constitution. All the
propositions, A-H, passed with per-

centages ranging from 80.4% to
91.5% in favor of the measures.
COPA and SBPA elections were
also held this week. Eric Swenson
won over Sam D'Alessandro as
COPA president, but the votes were
said to be very close. Exact figures are
not yet available. The elected COPA
vice president was Ken Connour.
There has been some question
over the running of COPA elections
and it is likely that there will be some
form of investigation into the matter.
Concern has been shown over the
allegation that COPA ballots were
given to students who are not part of
C.O.P. Sources also say the possible
violatin of 18 COPA election by-laws
and one COPA Constitutional law
will probably be under review. This
source also expressed the possibility
of a re-election. Sue Cassels, acting
COPA president, was unavailable for
comment.
SBPA elections resulted in the
appointments of Kenneth Abdalla,
Craig Hirst, Sharri Lowe, Ann
Chamberlain, and Anna Beth Van
Enoo as student representatives, with
Candace Young and Kathy Morris as
alternates.
Elected to the SBPA Senate were
Bill Shaw and Jamy Bard, with Ben
Carmichael the alternate.

ELECTION RESULTS 1983
President
Candidate

Percent

Ballots Cast

Scott Vila
Monty Griffin
Craig England
Larry Hertz
Write-ins (9 total)
Ineligible Write-ins/blanks

481
234
115
94
15
10

50.68
24.66
12.13
9.9
1.58
1.05

280
245
127
242
55

29.5
25.8
13.4
25.5
5.8

Vice President
Doug Abdalla
Jerry Tseng
Erik Roebuck
Write-ins (15 total)
Ineligible Write-ins/blanks

Propositions
A

733
745
735
738
732
708
705
718

B

C
D
E
F
G
H

Yes

No

590
682
628
556
589
590
619
600

143
64
107
182
143
118
86
118

Search for rapist resumes
By Cindy Hoffman
Staff

Writer

University of the Pacific Security
is still looking for the suspects in
volved in the March 3 rape of a Price
House resident and the March 9
assaults on two UOP students in the
Rosemarie apartment complex.
"We are still working on this in
vestigation actively," said Lt.
William Correll of UOP Security.
"Our entire staff is working on an
emergency shift, with 12-hour days
and no time off for the officers."
As a result of the recent sexual
assaults, many rumors are developing
throughout the UOP community.
The Department of Public Safety
publishes-accurate Crime Alert reports
as soon as a crime occurs, and hopes
that the reports will keep the rumors
about the rapes down to a minimum.
Security requests that any infor
mation concerning the recent assaults

be verified by calling the department
at 946-2535. Once again, Security
recommends that doors and windows
be locked at all times, and that any
suspicious persons be reported im
mediately.
"People who don't belong in the
dorm should always be challenged,"
said Lt. Correll. "On campus, we
have a fairly secure environment if
people would just take the basic
safety precautions that they would in
their own home."
In addition to the sexual
assaults, there have been several thefts,
vandalism and burglary incidents
during the last few weeks.
The Biological Sciences Depart
ment reported the theft of one stuffed
moose head, one white tail deer head,
and one pronged horn antelope head.
The items were taken from the
Classroom building between Friday,
February 25 and Monday, February
the 28th.
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New plan would hurt
U.C. graduate students
By Lynn Gogel
Editorial Editor

Should students desiring a graduate
education in such expensive fields as medicine,
dentistry or law be expected to pay more for their
education than their counterparts in fields of un
dergraduate study?
Today in San Francisco, the University of
California Board of Regents will decide whether
to impose tuition on students in professional
school. Unlike most universities, the University of
California has maintained a policy of nondifferentiation between undergraduate and
graduate education, on the premise that all
students should be treated equally. The state
Legislature however, is now requesting the UC
administration and Board of Regents to reassess
the fee structure for the entire UC system, in both
undergraduate and graduate education.
This request by the Legislature comes
because of California's ever-worsening financial
status and the ever-increasing costs of graduate
education.
Many points of debate have been raised over
this important issue, several of which have par
ticular significance. It has been argued that the
UC system is "behind the times" in not charging
tuition to professional school students. It seems
that the UC system is unique and innovative in
maintaining this non-differential policy rather
than being "behind the times". The University
has had a long-standing policy that differential
fees would not be imoosed and has been
dedicated to this ideal of educational quality. Just
because the others are bailing out of their finan
cial pinch in this manner doesn't mean the UC
system has to "jump on the bandwagon" also.
Some policy makers, argue that because it

costs more to educate graduate students than un
dergraduate students, professional students
should pay the additional balance of their
education. Actually, the cost factor is immensly
outweighed when one takes into consideration the
benefits the state of California receives from
tuition-free professional education. With more
students able to afford higher education, the
state will reap tremendous advancements in fields
of technology, economics and business, as well as
enriching the social and cultural aspects of the
state.
The financial aid status of graduate and un
dergraduate students cannot be overlooked in this
debate. Because only 18 percent of graduate
students receive parental support, whereas 61
percent of undergraduate students do, their
financial aid situation is considerably worse.
Higher costs of professional education can also
act as a psychological barrier to attendance,
especially for graduate students with minimal
parental support.
A final point of debate is the argument that
since professional students have a greater poten
tial to make large salaries after graduation, the
university should charge them more for their
education. It is ludicrous and discriminating to
assess a student's educational costs on the
presumption of their future earnings. Who is to
say that their undergraduate counterparts will not
earn as much as professional students upon
graduation?
Several proposals are being discussed today
to increase UC fees for all students, both un
dergraduate and graduate. Let's hope that the
UC Board of Regents is strong enough to preserve
the continuity of the university's unique status
of non-differential tuition.
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Guest Columnist

Suddenly commercial banks,
saving and loan companies, savings
banks, and every financial inter
mediary in sight are offering "finan
cial investments" to the public. A few
years ago financial intermediaries
were simply considered a place to
safely save your money for a few
months, or deposit money tem
porarily until you wanted to buy
something, at which time you wrote a
check. In short, you did not "invest"
your money at a bank, you
"deposited" it. What's the differ
ence? Is the difference meaningful?
Prior to the Great Depression
banking was a free-wheeling industry
where the government was loath to
meddle. The Great Crash of 1929 and
the consequent Great Depression
broke the faith in free enterprise. In
reaction to the highly speculative
behavior of banks prior to the Crash,
Congress legislated a series of strict
banking laws. The industry became
heavily regulated and protected from
harm. (Since then, it has b en very
rare to see a bank's financia. halter
falter.)
The financial industry func
tioned comfortably and profitably
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in many cases was pushed above the
intermediaries' mortgage loan ratestrouble.
The
currently
popular
philosophy has suggested that the
solution to this trouble rests with
deregulation and free enterprise.
Deregulation has in fact occurredthe
Financial
Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act of 1980. Rather than act directly
with the temporary
problem of
unexpected inflation, Congress has
chosen to reform the entire financial
system.
The whole spectrum of financial
institutions are now in direct com
petition with one another. Their
distinctions are breaking down daily.
Banks tell us our deposits are invest
ments. Money market fund managers
tell us our investments are deposits
which can be easily withdrawn. Radio
and newspaper advertisements are
inundating us as the competition con
tinues to heat up.
Free market advocates are
pleased and optimistic about the
future. They should watch with
caution. Competition might bankrupt
many small institutions whose
depositor's money is federally in
sured. The taxpayers must cover these
defaults. The large survivors could
garner more financial and political
power than any group this nation has
ever seen. And finally, can we
guarantee that an unregulated finan
cial industry will not again pursue the
path to collapse?

1212 West Robinhood Drive
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Professional consultants to arrange your
travel with The Personal Touch

Our Services Include:
• Air Tickets
• Cruises
• World Wide Tours
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• Hotels
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• Amtrak

Call Madeline Today For More Information

The Pacifican will not
publish an edition next week.
We will resume publication
on Friday, April 8,1983.

correction
In an article from last week's
Pacifican, the name of an ASUOP
vice presidential candidate was
mis-spelled. The name Eric Roebuck
should have read Erik Roebuck. The
Pacifican apologizes for this error.
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Letters to the Editor
Epoch thanks everyone for help
Editor:
We would like to take this op
portunity to inform the University
Community of the completion of the
1983 EPOCH. The last of the year
book's 320 pages were submitted to
our publisher on Tuesday of last
week.
Many people have assisted us in
completing this task. We are deeply
grateful to the Administration,
Faculty and University Staff for the
assistance they have provided this
past year.

The students, and other pur
chasers of the book, should be com
mended. The book is mainly
produced from the revenues it
receives from sales, since it operates
under a break-even budget supported
by ASUOP. It is through your sup
port that this book is produced.
We would especially like to
thank our staff, who volunteered
many hours of their time. They are
the individuals who gave much of
themselves in order to complete the
book.

Eight years ago at UOP, a
tradition was started on St. Patrick's
Day by a group of sorority girls. The
girls planned a party in celebration of
St. Patrick's Day and named it the
"Begora Bash". Begora Bash was
held every March on the lawn be
tween Archania, Theta and DG.
Guests were invited to attend in St.
Patty's garb, trees were draped with
green and white streamers and green
beer was served in steins to different
greek and non-greek guests.
Generally Begora Bash was a time for
friends to get together and have a
good time.

r

Last year because of the new
alcohol policy and because of late
planning Begora Bash was held inside
a fraternity house on campus. This
arrangement created problems as
other guests who were members of
the fraternity or sorority sponsoring
the Bash saw the Bash as a "closed interfraternal event.
This year many
efforts were made in attempt to get
Begora Bash registered. Sorority
members cannot register parties in
volving alcohol because of their
national by-laws. In order to register
a party with alcohol at UOP the per
sons registering the party must be
members of a legitimate "club or
organization".
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Weather

Variable clouds .with showers
ind a few thunder showers today.
Partly cloudy

skies

tonight,

iecreasing Saturday. Locally
Consequently, this year Begora
icavy showers Sunday continuing
Bash is being held at a nearby pari trough Tuesday.
off-campus. The number of happy,
—
beer
drinking,
merry-makers
traveling from UOP to the Begora
Bash destination and back would
scare any tuition-paying parent, not
to mention the administration.
It is not my intent in this letter to
mock the alcohol policy at UOP-itis
my intent to display how such a
policy can restrict areas such as cam
pus unity, spirit and tradition, key
aspects that the University is
struggling to achieve.
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Editor:
up to the 1970s when inflation hit
double digit levels. Many inter
mediaries, especially savings and loan
companies and savings banks, ran in
to severe trouble. The regulations
which guided these institutions inten
sified the problems created by unex
pected inflation. Many institutions by
law were forced to put their
depositor's money into long-term
fixed interest rate housing mortgage
loans. When the inflation rate went
up, interest rates also went up. In this
way lenders would not lose spending
ability resulting from price increases.
High interest rates on government
securities, and various corporate
securities (often called money market
instruments) were observed by
depositors of savings. They began to
remove their money from financial
intermediaries and buy these money
market instruments. This became
even easier when innovative en
trepreneurs offered money market
funds-at high interest rates-to tranfer funds into these money markets.
To stop this withdrawal of
deposits, financial intermediaries
needed to raise their deposit interest
rates. At first, they could not because
the law would not allow it, but as this
law was relaxed, they did raise
deposit rates. Unfortunately, this rate
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111 do the best I can in this
position," Dr. Schneider said. "We
nave an acting administration now.
Our philosophy is that we will not
stagnate. We will attack the problems
that face us now; we will not just
mark time."
... "Several good things were done
while he was here," Schneider said of
Martinelli. "The school got some
grants and hired some excellent
faculty."
Dr. Schneider, serving for the
past two years as assistant dean for
pharmaceutical sciences and graduate
studies, said his appointment as ac
ting dean was a sudden occurrance.
I tend to drift into administrative
positions," he said. "I have been ac
tive in committee work on the cam
pus. I have served on the Academic
Affairs Committee and on the
President's Commission on the

Future. I came here originally to
teach, but I tend to gravitate into ad
ministration."
Schneider served in the Army
Veterinary
veterinary Corps for
tor 25 years,
leaving as a colonel to pursue a
teaching career. In 1968, he started
graduate school at UC Davis, earning
a Masters degree in Preventive
Veterinary Medicine and a doctorate
in Comparative Pathology. He began
teaching at UOP in 1972.
"I'm acting dean of the School
of Pharmacy and I'm not even a
phamacist," Schneider said. "But
pharmacy is undergoing a great deal
of change. It is now emphasizing
disease; pharmacists are actually drug
experts and can advise physicians and
counsel patients on prescriptions."
Since he has taught pathology and
related courses, Schneider said he has
the background in these new phar
macy areas.

Frat now recognized
By

Staff Writer

UOP's yearbook, the Epoch,
was sent to the printers March 8, two
weeks ahead of schedule, according
to Managing Editor Cathy Connolly.
Last year the Epoch was re
issued after publication of the
Naranjado" (UOP's previous an
nual publication) stopped in 1974.
"From what I understand, life
style in college was different. There
was a strong influence from the 60's
and the last issues of the Naranjado
were pretty far-out, for example, no
copy and some explicit photography.
Publication just fizzled out and there
wasn't a journalistic quality. Times
have changed and there's a strong
feeling to re-establish the traditions
of the past, like Pacific Day, bon
fires, and graduation on Knoles
Lawn," said Editor-in-Chief Bob
Berryman.
Connolly summarizes the early
1970 atmosphere as "establishment."
Futile attempts to restore the
yearbook were mad in 1979 and 1980
when UOP student Todd Winefield
assembled a staff to instigate produc
tion. When Winefield did not return
| to UOP in the fall of 1980 the project

was abandoned. The Board of Super
visors did allocate funds for the year
book's printing in September of 1980,
but Editor Theres Kuchelic suffered
serious burns in a Grace Covell Dorm
accident, and the yearbook, once
again, failed to be resurrected. Newly
appointed editor Kevin Higdon and a
volunteer staff finally succeeded in
publishing a new yearbook in 1981.
Higdon and ASUOP President
Joe Hartley christened the new
publication Epoch, which Web
ster's dictionary defines as "the
beginning of a new and important
anything." Berryman says the name
was changed to eliminate pronun
ciation and definition problems,
although "Naranjado" remains as a

Aimee Donlon
Staff Writer

The Interfraternity Council of
JUOP has added another member to
its board this month, Omega Psi Phi.
They are one of the two black frater
nities at UOP. It is a requirement to
be a member of IFC before being
recognized by the school and Omega
Psi Phi feels this has been a positive
move for them. They would like to
add more ideas to IFC, whose pur
pose is to bring together and har
monize the various activities of the
membership fraternaties, and in
return possibly enhance their own
membership.
Omega Psi Phi is a national, as
well as international, fraternity
founded in 1911 at Howard Univer
sity in Washington, D.C. It was

2 bedrooms-livingroom with fireplace
Dining area-built-in range-dishwasher
Disposal-instant hot water-custom drapes.
Blinds and wallpaper.
Great assumable loan
Asking $49,000

Closest
Liquor
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Corner
March Lane
& Pacific Ave

Try Our
Dell Sandwiches

Featuring
Piroshki
Bagel Dogs

founded here at UOP March 28,
1981, with six "brothers." Rodney
Currington, Basileus (president),
states, "We are more than a friend
ship; we are a true brotherhood."
They are also a community service
orientated fraternity. "We are driven
by four cardinal principles," says
Orlando Walker, Vice Basileus,
"Manhood, scholarship, perserverance, and uplift."
Currington, Walker and the
other "que-dogs," as they are called,
Ricky Lewis, Christopher Tyiska,
Sean Smith, and David Brown, have
won two trophies in national Greek
shows for their marching talents. As
their first activity as an official UOP
fraternity, the Omega Psi Phi's are
putting on a Founder's Day Dance
March 19 in Raymond Great Hall,
which will be open to all students.

Condo Decorators Delight-Across from UOP

Yearbook complete two weeks early
By Michel Murphy
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Good performances
Help rescue boring play

Filming excites campus
By Jeanette Fregulia
and

Alison Rae GillFillan
By Dawn Polvorosa
Kntertalnmcnt Editor

effective atmosphere for Exit the
King. The playground props tied in
to the adult world through inter-

Eugene Ionesco's Exit the
King was, unfortunately, boring.
William Wolak's direction of Exit
the King was, however, adept.
Eugene Ionesco is an absur
dist playwright with some
profound ideas on life and death.
This writer's depiction of his ideas
are not entertaining to say the
least; they are more often tiring. In
previous interviews, Dr. Wolak in
dicated an underlying attraction to
the absurdist theater which is un
doubtedly why this play was
chosen for the drama department's
1982-83 season.
The cast made a noble attempt
at the characterization of this
atypical play. David Richter in the
lead role of King Berenger was
quite good considering all the
changes this character went
through. The part of King
Berenger was definitely one
Richter could grasp.
Queen Marguerite was played
by Karen Fairbrook. She was fan
tastic as the haughty, disdainful
queen who leads King Berenger to
the realization of his death.
Hilary Hope Hendricks did a David Richter and Hilary Henfine job in the part of Queen dricks.
Marie. The second wife of King
nationally recognizable political
Berenger portrayed an image of
symbols, provided an eeriness the
hope in a flighty, ignorant and inaudience was allowed to become a
part of.
noccnt way.
The doctor/exectutioncr was
Exit the King portrayed a
played by Steven Hoefer who provacative theory of death as it is
either portrayed a confused part or linked with the hope of eternal life.
was confused by the part he por Ionesco apparently believes one
trayed; it was too difficult to tell. must accept death and become
He had sudden surges of power relaxed as to its realization or else
only to be overcome by Queen death will come in a violent, rather
Marguerite's power surges.
than peaceful, way.
Dana Axelrod and Joe StratThis play reminded me of a
ton added a touch of humor to the professor with very interesting
play. Both were devoted to the ideas but no knowledge of how to
King as a person but disliked the present these ideas in an interesting
King's ability to provide sanctions. manner. Because of this I cannot
Jeffrey A. Diamond, lighting recommend Exit the King for an
and set designer, provided a very evening of entertainment.

Staff Writers

Hollywood in Stockton? Sure!
Last Thursday and Friday University
of the Pacific got a taste of starlight
when
Bella
Productions
of
Hollywood came on campus to shoot
scenes for Dreamscape - a science fic
tion thriller expected to be released in
March of 1984.
Several UOP students flocked to
the Career Planning and Placement
Center Thursday and Friday to apply
for positions as stand-ins and produc
tion assistants for the film. Some 150
students were hired to work 8-12 hour
days and made between $30-$50 per
day. "The students really came
through and were very flexible with
their schedules, to work on the film,"
said Rusty Haley from the Placement
Center. Students working as stand-ins
spent most of their time Thursday and
Friday tromping across muddy
Knoles Lawn. "It was a very sloshy
experience," said Saverio DeLuca, a
UOP junior."It was fun but I am not
sure If I would do it again," com
mented Maria DeRouen, a UOP
Freshman.
Part of the Friday filming was
disturbed when some of the original
actors playing secret service roles
were rained in at The Los Angeles In

ternational Airport Thursday night.
The cast and crew frantically tried to
find replacements among some of the
UOP faculty and students, to match
the secret service actors.
"They were trying to match us
up to the photographs of the original
actors," said student John Bonham.
Despite the confusions in casting, the
students found the casting crew
pleasurable to work with. "The
casting crew was great, they all wan
ted to have a good time," said
DeLuca.
The movie Dreamscape is written
and directed by Joe Ruben, and
produced by Bruce Cohn Curtis. It
stars Christopher Plummer, Eddie
Albert, Dennis Quaid, Max Von
Sydow and Kate Capshaw. The story
line involves a man (Dennis Quaid)
who has the psychic ability to predict
the future. Quaid dreams the
President of the United States is going
to be assassinated at Thornhill
College (alias: UOP), and attempts to
warn the president of his danger.
Scenes in Dreamscape were filmed in
Knoles Hall (renamed Bates Hall for
the movie), on Knoles Lawn, and in
front of Burns Tower.
Why was UOP chosen to
represent the most elite Ivy League
University in the United States?
Because, "UOP is a lot closer than
the East Coast," said Nancy Mott,
Casting/Crew director.

^
imp
It was not for fame that UOP
altered its daily routine w j m
Dreamscape. All in all the Unnrersity
is expecting to iwe
tor
services rendered (including pay
for stand-ins and extra crewhelp.)
Dreamscape is not UOP s tirst
shot at stardom, the Univ"s.^y wa^
also used for the filming of Raiders of
the Lost Ark, World's Greatest
Athlete, Friendly Fire, BJ and the
Bear and many others. "The rnovre
company that shot Raiders of the
Lost Ark spent two days shooting at
the University," said Minden. The
University got 20 seconds of stardom
for those two days of shooting

The names of winners for
this year's Calliope poetry contest
have been released by UOP's Cen
ter For Integrated Studies. First
prize went to Kreg Nelson of
Modesto for his "We used to play
broom hockey with John and
Harold." He was awarded a check
for $75.
Second prize winner was
Stockton's Jan Vernor for her
"Thais." Cash award was $50.
Third and fourth prizes went
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to Glanville Olaham for «.
Choice," and to Robyn Cota for
"Monkey Bars." They received
awards of $25 and $10 resDec.
tively.
Honorable
Mention
recognitions were awarded to Eric
Kritzer for his "Misty Noon," t0
Hal Silliman for his "Do I," t0
Tom Horner for his "Folder
Holding," and to Jerry Johnson
for his essay.
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Conference

Band Performs
Dr. David Goedecke, Director

0f

Bands and Associate Dean at
the Conservatory of Music, will

conduct the University Concert

Band in a program of music

dedicated to dance in all its forms
on Wednesday,

March 23, at 8:15

p.m.

Stockton Civic
Stockton Civic Theatre will
hold auditions for its final produc
tion this season, Ernest Thomp
son's heartwarming comedy, on
Golden Pond, on Sunday and
Monday (March 20 and 21) at the
theatre.
Auditions are at 7 p.m. both
nights in the Rehearsal Hall. Paul
Deegan is Nick Elliott's assistant
director and Doug Grotemeyer will
be the technical director.
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no less than twemJVrus and found
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Insufferable is a nice word to use
to illustrate the type of language in
dicative of this movie. I sincerely hope
men don't have the manners of gutter
rats when they're without the pre
sence of women. This is just a mere
example of the tainted behavior
denotative of these fine young men
who are to lead the nation to great
ness.

,he
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of ,v,"'frablc '? a 8°od description
Of the story, written by Pat Conrov
Lords of Discipline depicted the
ChariL year-if°r students in a
Charleston military academy. To add
°veru,sed twist to the plot, Will
McClean s senior year was marked by
of fhe first black cadet to
1
1
5
wil r! 10^ academy. Will must
watch after this painfully present
cadet as per a request from Will's
mentor of his cadet days.

David Keith As Will McClean.
This is the kind of movie which
will separate the men from the boys.
Boys will love this movie; men will be
ashamed of the way this movie por
trays them. (Courtesy of the Regency
Theater.)

PPC Happenings
Tonight-Rathskeller Enter
tainment and ASUOP present a St.
Patrick's Day Dance. The dance is
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. with music
by Oil Derek and the Slicks, in the
main campus gym.
PPC Photography presents
Print VII Photography Exhibition.
This is an amateur photography
show of students, faculty and
staff, displayed in the University
Center Gallery.
The gallery is
>pen Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., until March 25.
PPC/Film presents Don't
Look Now showing in the UniverCenter Theater, Tuesday, March
22 at 6 and 9 p.m.

Culture Club gives
crowd show of talent
By Thomas Rohan
Staff Writer

The lights dim, the mumblings of
the crowd turn to cheers. "Good
evening." A bassy voice booms
through the sound stacks and Culture
Club breaks into "Boy Boy"—"I'm
the boy, you made me." On bounces
Boy George O'Dowd in his unique
and unusual garb. There may be some
question as to Boy George's
sexuality, but there is no question
concerning Culture Club's outstan
ding performance last Saturday
night, March 6.
Draped in blue and red lights
with occasional flashes from a white
spot-light, Culture Club, with its
prodigy Boy George, shook San
Francisco's Warfield Theatre with an
invigorating stage show and musical
performance. Culture Club rendered
a note perfect performance. Their
sound live is surprisingly original and
so close to their studio sound, it's un
canny. Combining the sounds of
Spanish mariachi brass, funk fusion
and electro-pop, Culture Club stole
the heart of San Francisco. They
played all of their singles from the
album Kissing To Be Clever as well as
introducing three cuts yet to be
released in the states.
The group, and especially Boy
George, seemed to get their energy
from the energy of the expectant
audience. Culture Club seemingly
thrives off of the emotional energy
released in small club settings. Boy
George taunted, teased and wheedled
his way through the show. His corn-

ments and attitude on stage rendered
the crowd into a swaying, bobbing
mass. Throughout the performance
George seemed to show concern for
the happiness, satisfaction and at
titude of the crowd. By the end of the
night he had the audience spelling
Culture Club, cheering for Culture
Club and still wanting more from
Culture Club-after one and one-half
hours of electrifying performance
and two encores. The crowd's ap
proval of the group was evident when
the musicians broke into their hit
single, "Do You Really Want To
Hurt Me?" Before the first ten notes
were completed the audience was on
its feet in affirmation of their en
thusiasm for the group. Culture Club
has proved itself a truly innovative
and popular group with talented,
proficient members.
Rock 'n Roll has reached a point
where innovation is rare. Stage shows
today are exactly that: stage shows.
Moxe groups are turning to

technological advancements to sup
port their tour. No longer does the
music attract and mean as much as
the actual techniques used in the stage
shows. One or two hits per album and
a desire to "get rich quick" are much
of the focus in new music. It is rare
that a group with talent comes to per
form on the basis of talent. If a group
is to become successful it must be able
to render a musical performance as
well as an interesting and supportive
theatrical show, and, Culture Club
did just that. Their performance was
dependent on their ability to perform
the music, not on the performance of
a technical director and his crew. If a
group is to be measured against a
valid scale, that scale should be their
live performances. Culture Club
proved themselves Saturday night to
a sold-out crowd-not on a technical
stage show but on talent and their en
thusiasm to perform for a receptive
interested audience. Culture Club is
well on its way to stardom.

ARE YOU GOING
PLACES IN LIFE 1
Los Angeles

Japan

Asia

Hawaii

Anywhere

San Diego

<m>

Get Ready for Summer
Check your swimsuit. Too Tight?
Guaranteed 10-29 lbs weight loss
per month. Increase Energy.
Call Mr. Campbell Collect or Direct

For reservations & information
Call Jackie at 946-9077 or 948-6611
-4-

(916) 927-2637 for free appt.
98 W. CASTLE ST. • STOCKTON, CALIF. 95204

Mitchell Lichtenstein, John Lauachielli, and David Keith in Paramount Pic
tures' explosive drama, "The Lords of Discipline."
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Live Bands Nightly

CHANNEL CAT
PACIFIC CROSSING

Thurs. & Fri.
Sat.

Tuesday

Monday

Exotic Female Dancers
Happy Hour 4-9 P.M. M.-F.
75<t beer
99<P well drinks

$1.00 off any drink with ad.

Male Burlescue
Ladies Night
Topless Male Waiters
Male Bartenders
Male Dancers
$1.25 Margauritas

THE ALL INKW HOLT MUTUKS

©

S3SEASON! CALL US .. •

BMW

PEUGEOT
triAT

CALL THE EXPERTS

FREE
"
|
OIL AND OIL .
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FILTER CHANGE

J

473-3811
4873 N. West Lane
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I SPORTS
Karen's Comments Tennis at UN-Reno
for tough matches
By Doreen Jackson

By Karen Komsak

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

Basketball season encouraging
The Tiger basketball squad finished the season with what might
seem like a disappointing 7-21 record, but their season was much more
encouraging than what their record reflects.
"We established foundations for the program from the standpoint
of a style of play and philosophy of play that we want UOP basketball to
represent," said Head Coach Tom O'Neill.
The type of play that was demonstrated by the Tigers was an
emotional, aggressive and dedicated style.
"One of the highlights of the season was watching our team battle
night after night, regardless of the situation," O'Neill commented, ''and
watching guys cry after losses because it meant so much to them.
"There's no question about it," he continued. "These are outstan
ding people (the team). They try their hardest at all times and don't make
excuses. They care about each other and want to be successful."
It's been said that "when the going gets tough, the tough gets
going." This was quite the case for the Tigers, having lost several players
over the course of the season to injuries, and ineligibilities. But the ad
versity helped release some of their potential.
"It (the season) was a rewarding experience that helped all of us that
went through it," O'Neill added. "It helped all of us grow as in
dividuals."
The Tigers will be losing only two seniors; Laurence Held and Steve
Howard. The returning numbers include seven freshmen, three sophomores
and three juniors. The valuable experience they gained this season (both
mentally and physically) will no doubt cement the foundation for seasons
to come.
O'Neill hopes that as his team builds a foundation on the court, a
following will be building in the stands.
"I'd really like to thank Rick Penn for all he's done at the games,"
said O'Neill of the UOP student who can be seen at basketball games,
leading cheers with his famous orange and black toilet seat. "He really
helped create a great college basketball atmosphere. Hopefully we can
build on that and get more involvement in the future."
Two areas that O'Neill and his staff will be looking at as they turn
their attention to recruiting will be "some help at the center position and
some shooters."
Joining Held in all-conference honors were freshmen teammate
forward Rich Anema (averaged 12.9 ppg, and 5.9 rpg) and center Andy
Franklin (averaged 11 ppg, 6.1 rpg).

Men's tennis travels to Reno,
Nevada this weekend for two tough
matches: Boise State, to be played
this afternoon, and University of
Nevada-Reno, tomorrow morning.
The Tigers will return home Monday
when they play Sacramento State.
Matches will begin at 2 p.m.
The team is coming off of a
rough week with two losses to two
good teams. Last Friday they met
Chapman College, ranked sixth in
Division II nationally, and lost by a
score of 6-3. Winning for UOP were
Mark' Fairchilds and Johnny
Mulleady at one and two singles, and

Baseball wins 2

the third doubles team of Irving
Mendel and Scott Zehner. The first
doubles team of Fairchilds and Mike
DeVries "played well," according to
Coach Scott Oechel, but lost in three
sdts. Number four player Brian
Nakashima had his first dual match
losses of the season in singles and in
doubles (with Johnny Mulleady).
Pacific then faced UC Davis on
Monday to be defeated 6-2. The only
wins picked up by UOP were by
Nakashima and the second doubles
team of Nakashima and Mulleady.
"Brian got back on the track,
both in singles and doubles with
Johnny," said Oechel. "It was a
tough match. Davis is a continual
powerhouse-they're ranked 12th
nationally in Division II."

C
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Women battle for 2nd place
The UOP women's tennis team
has an important stake in today's 2
p.m. match against the Universtiy of
Santa Clara, in Santa Clara. This
match could decide which team places
second to perennial number one Cal
Berkeley in the NorPac Conference.
"This match is crucial-we're
both pushing for second place. We
should be able to win," said Coach
Gordon Graham.
Last weekend Pacific par
ticipated in the Cal State Sacramento
Invitational and finished second
overall, the best Pacific has done in
years. University of Hawaii was the
winner. Trina Lee won division one,
and fellow freshman Paige Hodge
finished on top in division five. Eve
Zimmerman in the division two lost
in the finals to Hawaii's number two
player. Linda Treloar was defeated in
the finals as well.
"Linda played the best I've seen
her play—she had some convincing
wins along the way," says Graham.
"Trina also played very well. She had
three good matches, including one
against San Jose State's AllConference player. And Paige was

just awesome." Annette Ward made
it to the semi-finals only to lose to
Utah's number three seed, while
Cathy Caplener in division six also
lost in the semifinals to the eventual
winner.
"I'm really pleased with our per
formance," Graham says. "We
played really well all the way down
the line."

Tiger baseball won both games i
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"We played good aggressive
baseball, said Picone. "Our mistakes are
will be pl«y«* al ,h
due to not being on the field enouci,
Botj? «ffthan Compl"
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(because of rain). But we can still come frtjiSoftbal'
up with the key plays when we need to
That's the sign of a good team."
Mark Cipres pitched seven in.
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lacrosse team
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The UOP 'at
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nings, and Tim Carroll had three hits.
The Tigers were rained out of the
ihen -urn.
coring break
game against Portland State scheduled 1 m . m e i « B
for Wednesday. They are scheduled to
play St. Mary's at Billy Hebert Field
».i
today (weather permitting) at 3 p.m
League games begin on Tuesday, March
ad22 with a doubleheader against San Jose ^defeat
they defeat CalState at Billy Hebert Field at 5 p.m.

lacrosse fiflhts for •

Trina Lee playing to victory in a
recent UOP tennis match.

Hllen'S soccer at Chico

Excellent Discount For
University of the Pacific Students
Last chance at
•Weight loss
Pre-Sale Opening Price •Co-ed dance workou
To Randy & the gang
a t G o l d ' s Gym.
Thanks for all your

$10
41 p e r
$10.41
ONLY * A U 4 1 MONTH

NOW

avg. cost based on
24 month membership.

Must present coupon
to receive special

The UOP men's soever team
•„ ^ in Chico tomorrow com
in the Chico Indoor In

•"SSTSay.nnninnnn
of three or four games and will be in
a pool of such teams as Haywaui.

San Francisco State. Fresno Pacific

•Expert instructor
and Chico.
•Sauna-Shower
•Newest hi-tech equip,
•Aerobics
•Weights

473-0226

ROSE PI

6239 Pacific
Stockton

Costume Hen

The most trusted name in the fitness industry

SUMMER IN
MALIBU

1926 Pacific A V P

Further your academic progress while you spend the summer in exciting Southern
C alilornia. fake advantage of the many cultural events and institutions that are available in
the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Summer at Pepperdine University includes special benefits
such as olympic-size pool, tennis courts. Mediterranean climate, and classes Monday through
Thursday with 3-day weekends.
Pepperdine. a Christian university, strictly limits enrollment during the school year. A select
lew students, however, can enroll for the summer only. Offerings in most academic areas will
be available at our summer session, June 21-August 6. 1983.
I ht total cost is $2,528 for eight units, and seven weeks room and board (room charge based
on double occupancy).

Lino. Tillie and Gary Glo
OWNERS

Enjoy summer in Malibu and earn eight hours of University credit. For more information
please fill out the Information Request Form below or call (213) 456-4392 and ask about our
Summer in Malibu Program.
INFORMATION REQUEST FORM FOR
SUMMER IN MALIBU PROGRAM
NAME

Pepperdine University

Dr. Stephen E. Sale Director
Academic Summer Programs
Malibu. CA 90265

ADDRESS

I'HONE NUMBER

SEND TO:

(
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SPORTS I

Sports
Update

UOP golf scores runner-up spot

Intramural
Update

By Kevin Coombs

Intramural basketball stan
dings as of March 15th:
Napoleon A: Skyjammers 7-2,
M.D.'s 7-1. Napoleon B: Bulldogs
9-0. A League: WMD 8-2,
Supreme Court 6-2, That Smell 62. B League: Hoopers 4-0, Air
Patrol 3-1. C League: Alpha Chi
Sigma 5-0 (orange), Old Psycho
Buffalos 4-0 (black). Women A:
Taj's Women 5-0, B: E.T.'s H.H.
4-1.
Playoffs for C-League and any ties
in other leagues will take place next
week.
Tuesday, March 22 at 3:30
p.m. is the Annual I.M. Rabbit
Run. Men and women can sign up
for the race until 3 p.m. on Mon
day. Maps will be available at the
intramural office.
A badminton tournament will
be held March 23 and 24 in the
main gym. Sign-ups are being held
in the I.M. office. Tuesday, March
22 is the last day to sign-up.
Sign-ups for intramural softball end at 5 p.m. on Tuesday.
Both co-rec and men's and
women's leagues are available.

Staff Writer

For the second tournament in a
row, Pacific golf captured the runnerup position, in the Rancho Murietta
Invitational last week. Stanford
finished with an 1107 54-hole total to
best the Tigers' 1128. San Jose was
third at 1135.
Individually, Hosh Mondry,
Stanford, and Kirk Triplett, Univer
sity of Nevada-Reno, tied for the top
spot at 218 with Mondry winning the
playoff. Tiger Ken Earle placed third
at 221 with teammates Kevin Orona
in sixth at 223 and Jeff Wilson in tententh at 225.
Twenty-seven holes were to be
played each of the tournament's two
days, but as has happened in each of
Pacific's last five tournaments, rain
suspended play during the third nine
on the first day. Pacific's 373 in
round one put them in second with
Stanislaus State, one stroke behind
UN-Reno. Stanford was fourth at 375
and San Jose was sixth at 388.
Triplett's 70 led the field with
Orona two back at 72 and Earle three
behind at 73. Mondry was apparently
out of sight at 74.
Stanford charged into the lead
with a five over par 365 in the rain in
terrupted second round. Pacific's

play was consistent as they carded a
370 to remain in second. Reno and
Stanislaus washed back into the pack.
San Jose improved slightly with 381.
Problems hit the Tigers hard in
the third round as a 385 (an average
of 77 per man whereas in round two
the average was 74) put the team in a
distant second. Stanford continued
its fine play, carding a 367 for the
commanding 21 stroke victory. A 376
in the third round enabled San Jose to
take third.
Both Mondry and Triplett fired

73's for their resulting tie. Mondry
won on the first extra hole. Earle's 76
allowed Lew Dickey and Lanny
Sawchuck, both from Stanford, to tie
him. Orona's 77 gave him sixth.
Wilson fired rounds of 76-74-75 for
his tenth place finish.
Today the Tiger A team is
playing in the second round of the
Conquistador Invitational in Tucson,
Arizona while the B team opens play
at the Stanislaus Invitational in
Turlock. Both tourneys conclude
tomorrow.

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate diplomas. One-year Master's
degrees and Research opportunities in the social sciences are offered
at the London School of Economics and Political Science.
The wide range of subjects includes.
Accounting & Finance. Actuarial Science. Anthropology. Business Studies.
Economics. Econometrics. Economic History. European Studies Geography.
Government, Industrial Relations International History, International
Relations, Law. Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy.
Planning Studies, Population Studies. Politics Sea Use Policy. Social
Administration. Social Work. Sociology. Social Psychology. Statistical and
Mathematical Sciences. Systems Analysis
PSflP flB I
Application blanks hum

Admission* Registrar. L.5.I.. Houghton Street. London WC2. England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate

London School of Economics and Political Soctice

Good friends will help you study angles
when all you can think about is curves.
ROSE PHARMACY
6239 Pacific
Stockton

Costume Rentals

for all occasions
sales of theatrical make-up
and costume accessories

1926 Pacific Ave. Stockton, 466-8901

lauamtettv &
DELICATESSEN AND CATERING
,

Italian Cooked Foods
Catering For All Occasions
Beei and Wine Selection

Lino, Tillie and Gary Giovannetti
OWNERS

3228 Pacific Ave.
Stockton. CA 95204
(209) 464-4781
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THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Laurence Held
U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

It didn't take a genius to tell your mind wasn't
on your studies. But it did take a couple of
smart roomies to do something about it.
So out came the calculators. And the
doughnuts. And they started drilling you
until you knew physics as well as
AnlrT f\
When it was all over, you
s
e
sf
J h°wed them that there was
BIIBapg* IV one more thing you knew
something about-gratitude.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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ARE YOU WEIGHING
THE POSSIBILITY OF
MOVING OFF-CAMPUS
NEXT YEAR?
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DO THE BENEFITS REALLY
BALANCE
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MX sites planned
Stating that the Soviet Union
no incentive to negotiate
nuclear arms reductions unless the
I.S, modernizes its land based
missile forces, President Reagan
Tuesday endorsed a plan to put
00 MX intercontinental ballistic
lissiles in Minutemen missile silos
n Nebraska and Wyoming,
longress has 45 days to decide on
ie proposal relating to the 93-ton
upermissile, which is designed to
irry 10 nuclear warheads more
kan 5,000 miles.
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Six hopefuls

/

Senator Ernest Hollin
outh Carolina became the so
ounced candidate
for
jmocratic presidential nomi
°nday. He joins Senator
*»» of Ohio, former
Went Walter Mondale, S
™ Cranston of California, S
Hart of Colorado, and I
: J epmor ^ebin Askew of 1
the race for presidency
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Sure, l i v i n g off-campus h a s i t s b e n e f i t s
but we'll bet they don't measure up to
living in a UOP residence hall!

Space trouble
L

Tlle

$1

"^cations st
f eager Sp
Jnth remain
tonally pia

For instance, where off-campus do you
5 *10
have the convenience of eating 3 square
meals a day without the fuss of shop
ping, cooking. & washing dishes ... not to
m e n t i o n t h e h a s s l e s o f p a y i n g t h e b i l l s ! ^*ec freed
wB
-mane'
i te is the l
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More i m p o r t a n t l y , where o f f - c a m n u s nan
you find the kinds of activities and
friendships that can only come fm
living with other students
T i*i n n rt
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March 16 t o March 25

